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Abstract. The method described in this work allows to determine the optimal distribution of pulses of digital signal as well as the non-linear 
mathematical model based on a multiple regression statistical analysis, which are specialized to an effective and low-cost testing of functional 
parameters in analog electronic circuits. The aim of this concept is to simplify the process of analog circuit specification validation and minimize 
hardware implementation, time and memory requirements during the testing stage. This strategy requires simulations of the analyzed analog 
electronic circuit; however, this effort is done only once – before the testing stage. Then, validation of circuit specification can be obtained 
after a quick, very low-cost procedure without time consuming computations and without expensive external measuring equipment usage. The 
analyzed test signature is a time response of the analog circuit to the stream of digital pulses for which distributions were determined during 
evolutionary optimization cycles. Besides, evolutionary computations assure determination of the optimal form and size of the non-linear 
mathematical formula used to estimate specific functional parameters. Generally, the obtained mathematical model has a structure similar to 
the polynomial one with terms calculated by means of multiple regression procedure. However, a higher ordered polynomial usage makes it 
possible to reach non-linear estimation model that improves accuracy of circuit parametric identification. It should be noted that all the evo-
lutionary calculations are made only at the before test stage and the main computational effort, for the analog circuit specification test design, 
is necessary only once. Such diagnosing system is fully synchronized by a global digital signal clock that precisely determines time points of 
the slopes of input excitation pulses as well as acquired output signature samples. Efficiency of the proposed technique is confirmed by results 
obtained for examples based on analog circuits used in previous (and other) publications as test benchmarks.
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1. Introduction

Specification testing and fault diagnosis are important unavoid-
able parts of manufacturing and lifetime of electronic circuits. 
Reliability assurance – an important factor of electronic compo-
nent as part of a system – can and must be achieved by precise 
control of manufacturing and quality control of the final prod-
uct. Typically, the test designer must solve contradictory issues:
● efficiency of fault diagnosis: how many faults can be suc-

cessfully distinguished?
● access to circuit internals: limited and expensive (in terms 

of external connectors for integrated circuit package),
● component cost: can be reduced by the maximization of 

component tolerances (in limits defined by specification), 
but degrades diagnosis efficiency,

● circuit total cost: overhead (in terms of silicon area) caused 
by Design-for-Testability (DfT),

● post-production testing cost: related with test time (single 
or many measurements? how much data, accuracy or signal 
processing required?) [1].
As the complexity of electronic circuits and systems increases, 

the test cost is a significant part of the final cost (30–50%  

[2, 3]). All abovementioned factors can be modelled as an opti-
mization problem of multiple circuit and testing parameters.

Basically, philosophy of testing (sometimes called valida-
tion) can be divided into:
● specification (functional) testing – design specification 

(functional parameters) is validated, this implies typically 
behavioral testing,

● fault diagnosis – tries to find if a failure occurred in the 
circuit (or system). The circuit still can be out of its spec-
ifications, but there is no other way, e.g., for single-use 
systems, where functional test would be destructive.
The most important problems in testing and fault diagnosis 

of integrated analog electronic circuits (AECs) are the tolerance 
of component values, limited access to internals nodes. The 
tolerance of component values (circuit parameters), not really 
considered in models of digital circuit testing, causes spread of 
measured parameters and the result is fault masking – overlap 
(ambiguity sets). Decreasing tolerances makes diagnosis easier 
(to some limits), but at the same time increases manufacturing 
cost. In case of integrated circuits (IC), no access to internal 
nodes locks important sources of diagnostic information [1, 4]. 
Additionally, the fault diagnosis of AEC can have three goals:
● fault detection – distinguishes faulty circuits (NO-GO) from 

healthy ones (without failures, GO),
● fault location – locates faulty element,
● fault identification – determines value of faulty component 

(or at least shift below or above tolerance margin).
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Usually, the complete diagnosis steps are detection first → then
location → finally identification. Such separation has advan-
tages:
• the fault detection is typically the simplest, shortest and of-

ten the only required on production line. If fault probability
is low, the further steps are rarely performed;

• simplification of individual steps: e.g., fault detection does
not have to distinguish among particular faults; fault loca-
tion does not have to distinguish a healthy circuit from a
faulty one; fault identification does not have to distinguish
any faults – only “learn” relation between component value
and some observable.

Typically, fault detection is performed during the manufactur-
ing process (production line), while fault location and identi-
fication during prototyping/centering or post-production (life
stage).

Very important division of fault diagnosis methods is based
on types of analyzed signals (excitation and response):
• DC – simplest and shortest but limited by reactive elements.

Required test equipment is simple and low-cost [5, 6],
• AC – can also consider faults in reactive components and

test equipment is still low-cost. Disadvantage may be longer
testing time [7–9],

• time domain – including aperiodic excitation and/or tran-
sient response. Carries the most information about circuit
and is not limited by circuit linearity. May require expen-
sive test equipment and/or processing (thus testing) time
[10–12].

Lately, methods utilizing sophisticated information analysis (or
complex design-for-testability of circuit) are used to read as
much information from circuit as possible: wavelet transform,
evolutionary optimization or artificial intelligence [13–19].

The last important division of fault diagnosis is the moment
when faults are modelled and circuit measured:
• Simulate–After–Test (SAT) – response of circuit is taken

first, then analysis is made (“on-line”). Usually, the analysis
time dominates total test time,

• Simulate–Before–Test (SBT) – faults are modelled (simu-
lated) first and stored in fault dictionary before any mea-
surements (“off-line”). Total test time is determined mainly
by measurement time – this is an advantage over SAT meth-
ods.

Presented method belongs to the class of functional testing: de-
sign specification is validated – though indirectly but is faster
and uses simpler resources (hardware and software). The ex-
citation is aperiodic, fully digital and optimized by means of
genetic algorithm. The response is analyzed with multiple re-
gression in order to maximize diagnostic information. The pro-
cess of excitation design and optimization of response analy-
sis is performed off-line (SBT), thus testing time is determined
mainly by measurement time. The result is high testing perfor-
mance at low cost (small silicon area and processing overhead).

Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are heuristic optimization
techniques which imitate natural processes of genetic material
recombination and mutation among mating individuals selected
with desired pressure. They use the fitness function which

consists of criteria optimized during evolutionary cycles con-
structed respectively to the considered task and this function
allows to promote suitable solutions found in wide searching
space. The problem solution is coded by means of a set of
assumed alleles (genetic alphabet that expresses available val-
ues of quants) connected to requested structures (e.g., strings,
matrixes, diagram trees) which are chromosomes. The series
of chromosomes may be used to obtain a genotype represent-
ing more complex task considered to optimization. In literature
many varieties of evolutionary techniques may be found: a ge-
netic algorithm, genetic programming, evolutionary strategy or
differential evolution. They have some specific individual fea-
tures (e.g., dedicated structures of genotypes) but generally, all
these methods are evolutionary ones basing on the mentioned
ideas taken from the nature and they are a projection of rivalry
between individuals from the population of candidates. This
kind of computations allows to solve different difficult prob-
lems [12, 13, 16, 17, 20–25] for which a determined solution,
an ideal reference mathematical model cannot be defined or
is difficult to obtain. The limitations and challenges specified
above for the AECs testing tasks cause artificial intelligence al-
gorithms to be well matched to solve them.

Previously published methods dedicated to the specifica-
tion driven testing of AECs may be found in works [24–27].
Techniques from [25, 26] use the multivariate adaptive regres-
sion splines (MARS) tool to design the tested performance pa-
rameters estimation functions. Approach [27] proposes to an-
alyze CUT pulse response selected features and verification
of their position’s correctness into respective acceptability re-
gions. However, in [24] multiple regression and simple step
form of excitation are used. In this work a method that bases
on EA (modified version of genetic algorithm) is proposed and
it allows to make the design of optimal specification test. The
novelty of our method is EA usage to fully complex and au-
tomatic design of optimal specification test with minimization
of final implementation cost supporting. The number of test
points (defines size of the set of measured test response sam-
ples which have to be processed) and the quantity of coeffi-
cients unequivocally defining specification test procedure (im-
pacts directly to memory requirements for the test implemen-
tation) are minimized evolutionarily. The test stimulus (i.e.,
pulses distribution in the testing stream) as well as the tested
performance parameters identification models (i.e., regression
functions) are tied and optimized together in the same system.
In our opinion, it is the strong new feature of the method. Be-
sides, the multiple regression formula has a unique non-linear
form with terms values optimized evolutionarily. Additionally,
the size of this mathematical model is also concurrently mini-
mized. All the features mentioned make it possible to design a
simple specification test that may be easily implemented with
very low cost and this procedure assures quick estimation of ac-
tual values of CUT verified performance parameters. All time-
consuming calculations are made before the real analog specifi-
cation test and finally only easily generatable digital excitation
and simple analysis of the analog CUT response are used to
obtain valuable diagnostic information. The simplicity of the
specification test procedure predisposes this method to the im-
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plementation by means of low cost or better class microcon-
troller available in the mixed-signal system. Finally, the ob-
tained system self-testing capability makes it possible to inves-
tigate its condition during the life cycle and improves system
reliability. The detailed information about the proposed testing
methodology is placed in Section 2, then, in Section 3, an evo-
lutionary optimization adapted to searching for test desired for
specific performance parameters of CUT identification is pre-
sented in detail. Finally, in Section 4, there is a description
of results of exemplary AECs specification testing by means
of the proposed approach together with accuracy analysis and
performances comparison to the alternative methods. Besides,
the evaluation of quantization noise influence to the proposed
method preciseness may be found there.

2. Specification testing method description

The aim of the proposed method is the correctness verification
of the I selected analog circuit under test (CUT) performance
parameters from the assumed set P:

P =
{

p0, p1, . . . , p(I−1)
}
. (1)

It should be emphasized that the described AECs testing
technique has been designed to the final product specification
requirements verification and it involves the necessity of the
possible highest preciseness of (1) estimations assuring. This
assumption is especially important in the areas of acceptable
levels of the CUT performance parameters (i.e., in their toler-
ance regions). The maximal identification error and its standard
deviation minimization are crucial for the method and have to
be especially optimal in the ranges of (1) guaranteed by the pro-
ducer. Finally, if one or more performance parameters exceed
product specification, then the CUT is classified as a faulty one
or is respectively sorted to the group of worse quality prod-
ucts (e.g., offered with a reduced price). This testing concept
gives great approach to the AECs production yield maximiza-
tion and its permanent controlling. Of course, the final elec-
tronic products which have to be highly fail-safe during all their
life cycle (e.g., medical, automotive or environment monitoring
ones) may be easily tested at the user stage in the proposed
way too.

2.1. Specification testing idea. For the proposed solution, the
actual levels of (1) are determined by means of the quick test
procedure illustrated in Fig. 1. During the testing stage the CUT
is excited by the specialized signal STIM constructed from D
digital pulses with rising and falling edges placed at the defined
time moments (exact numbers of CLK periods):

STIMi = {nHi0,nLi0,nHi1,nLi1, . . . ,nLiD,nLiD} , (2)

for which distribution was optimized to i-th performance pa-
rameter identification by means of evolutionary computations
in the way explained in Section 3. This stream of digital pulses
may be easily generated from a low-cost digital circuit output

Fig. 1. The proposed system for analog CUT specification testing

without the necessity of using a D/A converter. Besides, this
kind of stimulus assures a rich frequency spectrum of CUT
excitation and may be easily stored with a low cost of imple-
mentation – it takes very small area of FLASH memory of
mixed-signal electronic systems defining a digital pulses se-
quence specialized to the specific performance parameters of
the CUT identification. Of course, the digital pulses amplitudes
and their slopes have to be stable, repeatable and finally, the ap-
plied test sequence generator has to produce testing pattern that
is equivalent to the one used during the before test simulation
stage. The tilts of pulses edge as well as their amplitudes may
by guaranteed by the known performances of specific produc-
tion technology of digital circuit applied in the tested system
(e.g. tr = 50 ns of rise and fall time for TTL standard and typ-
ical values of VOL, VOH logical levels) or by use of dedicated
signal buffer designed respectively to guarantee the excitation
generator with assumed electrical restrictions. Additionally, ac-
tual logical voltage levels VOL, VOH of pulses can also be tested
and the acquired analog signature may be corrected by respec-
tive normalization procedure (under assumption of linear re-
lationship between input signal levels and output response in
the specification tolerance area). However, the time synchro-
nization of this testing system is well assured by applying the
global clock signal CLK. This feature is very important be-
cause it guarantees high time accuracy of the excitation syn-
thetizing and samples acquiring processes. In effect, the STIM
excitation signal (2) edges as well as recorded Nprobes of re-
sponse RES:

RESi = {vi1,vi2, . . . ,viN} (3)

of analog signature are placed in exact points of time with an
accuracy precisely defined by CLK tact period TCLK in the way
explained in Fig. 2. These exemplary oscillographs represent
some hypothetical signals from the test system proposed in this
work. As may be seen, the places of positive edges of STIM sig-
nal pulses, the time moments of analog signature RES probes
are defined univocally by the CLK periods synchronizing this
system. During completing the digitalized signature, the test
points t p1, t p2, . . . , t p8 discrete levels may be precisely de-
termined by the A/D converter clocking from global CLK and
finally they are gathered to the CUT diagnosing purpose. The
digital excitation STIM (2) pulses density and the J test point
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tigate its condition during the life cycle and improves system
reliability. The detailed information about the proposed testing
methodology is placed in Section 2, then, in Section 3, an evo-
lutionary optimization adapted to searching for test desired for
specific performance parameters of CUT identification is pre-
sented in detail. Finally, in Section 4, there is a description
of results of exemplary AECs specification testing by means
of the proposed approach together with accuracy analysis and
performances comparison to the alternative methods. Besides,
the evaluation of quantization noise influence to the proposed
method preciseness may be found there.

2. Specification testing method description

The aim of the proposed method is the correctness verification
of the I selected analog circuit under test (CUT) performance
parameters from the assumed set P:

P =
{

p0, p1, . . . , p(I−1)
}
. (1)

It should be emphasized that the described AECs testing
technique has been designed to the final product specification
requirements verification and it involves the necessity of the
possible highest preciseness of (1) estimations assuring. This
assumption is especially important in the areas of acceptable
levels of the CUT performance parameters (i.e., in their toler-
ance regions). The maximal identification error and its standard
deviation minimization are crucial for the method and have to
be especially optimal in the ranges of (1) guaranteed by the pro-
ducer. Finally, if one or more performance parameters exceed
product specification, then the CUT is classified as a faulty one
or is respectively sorted to the group of worse quality prod-
ucts (e.g., offered with a reduced price). This testing concept
gives great approach to the AECs production yield maximiza-
tion and its permanent controlling. Of course, the final elec-
tronic products which have to be highly fail-safe during all their
life cycle (e.g., medical, automotive or environment monitoring
ones) may be easily tested at the user stage in the proposed
way too.

2.1. Specification testing idea. For the proposed solution, the
actual levels of (1) are determined by means of the quick test
procedure illustrated in Fig. 1. During the testing stage the CUT
is excited by the specialized signal STIM constructed from D
digital pulses with rising and falling edges placed at the defined
time moments (exact numbers of CLK periods):

STIMi = {nHi0,nLi0,nHi1,nLi1, . . . ,nLiD,nLiD} , (2)

for which distribution was optimized to i-th performance pa-
rameter identification by means of evolutionary computations
in the way explained in Section 3. This stream of digital pulses
may be easily generated from a low-cost digital circuit output

Fig. 1. The proposed system for analog CUT specification testing

without the necessity of using a D/A converter. Besides, this
kind of stimulus assures a rich frequency spectrum of CUT
excitation and may be easily stored with a low cost of imple-
mentation – it takes very small area of FLASH memory of
mixed-signal electronic systems defining a digital pulses se-
quence specialized to the specific performance parameters of
the CUT identification. Of course, the digital pulses amplitudes
and their slopes have to be stable, repeatable and finally, the ap-
plied test sequence generator has to produce testing pattern that
is equivalent to the one used during the before test simulation
stage. The tilts of pulses edge as well as their amplitudes may
by guaranteed by the known performances of specific produc-
tion technology of digital circuit applied in the tested system
(e.g. tr = 50 ns of rise and fall time for TTL standard and typ-
ical values of VOL, VOH logical levels) or by use of dedicated
signal buffer designed respectively to guarantee the excitation
generator with assumed electrical restrictions. Additionally, ac-
tual logical voltage levels VOL, VOH of pulses can also be tested
and the acquired analog signature may be corrected by respec-
tive normalization procedure (under assumption of linear re-
lationship between input signal levels and output response in
the specification tolerance area). However, the time synchro-
nization of this testing system is well assured by applying the
global clock signal CLK. This feature is very important be-
cause it guarantees high time accuracy of the excitation syn-
thetizing and samples acquiring processes. In effect, the STIM
excitation signal (2) edges as well as recorded Nprobes of re-
sponse RES:

RESi = {vi1,vi2, . . . ,viN} (3)

of analog signature are placed in exact points of time with an
accuracy precisely defined by CLK tact period TCLK in the way
explained in Fig. 2. These exemplary oscillographs represent
some hypothetical signals from the test system proposed in this
work. As may be seen, the places of positive edges of STIM sig-
nal pulses, the time moments of analog signature RES probes
are defined univocally by the CLK periods synchronizing this
system. During completing the digitalized signature, the test
points t p1, t p2, . . . , t p8 discrete levels may be precisely de-
termined by the A/D converter clocking from global CLK and
finally they are gathered to the CUT diagnosing purpose. The
digital excitation STIM (2) pulses density and the J test point
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locations (the selected probes indexes 〈1, . . . ,N〉 of digitalized
response RES):

Ji = {ni1, . . . ,niJ} (4)

are optimized in the evolutionary system and after the testing
measure stage finalization, the set of input variables:

TPi = {t pi1, t pi2, . . . , t piJ} (5)

is ready to the i-th performance parameter actual level identifi-
cation. When set (3) is collected, the acquired probes are argu-
ments of the modified mathematical regression model formula:

p̂i = βi0+

βi1median
[

V
(

n−ni1

W

)]ki1

+

βi2median
[

V
(

n−ni2

W

)]ki2

+

...

βi(J−1)median
[

V
(

n−ni(J−1)

W

)]ki(J−1)

+

βiJmedian
[

V
(

n−niJ

W

)]kiJ

, (6)

where i is the identifier of the tested parameter (explained vari-
able), ni j are test points (5) probes indexes from (4) and ki j de-
notes power coefficient ±〈1, . . . ,K〉 of non-linear transforma-
tion of acquired signal sample digitized value (power of term
from estimation formula):

Ki = {ki1, . . . ,kiJ} . (7)

This implemented possibility of the above regression model ar-
guments recalculation with negative or positive power up to K
creates general nonlinear estimation model with variables pre-
processing that may be optimized to explaining the identified

performance parameter selected from (1). Additionally, the pro-
posed mathematical model arguments:

λi j = median
[

V
(

n−ni j

W

)]
(8)

are nonlinearly filtered in median filter with input data set ob-
tained from rectangle window of W probes concentrated around
the ni j test point respectively (4). This median filter assures the
resistance of the method to the measure noises for very low ad-
ditional cost of implementation. Especially, it rejects amplitude,
high energetic noises which may propagate in the mixed-signal
system paths and disturb analog values of the test signature. Af-
ter finalizing the described acquiring and preprocessing steps,
the regression function explanatory variables are:

Xi =
[
(λi1)

ki1 , (λi2)
ki2 , . . . , (λiJ)

kiJ

]
, (9)

which creates the J elements vector of variables from the for-
mula (6) terms:

Xi = [xi1, xi2, . . . , xiJ ] . (10)

However, the model real numbered parts of terms βi j create co-
efficients vector:

βββ i =
[

βi j0 , βi j1 , . . . , βi jJ

]
, (11)

that is determined by means of multiple regression procedure
[28] and it defines adequately the relation between preprocessed
arguments (10) and the specific i-th tested performance param-
eter of the CUT:

p̂i = βββ i ·
[
1, Xi

]T
. (12)

These regression coefficients (11) are calculated statistically
during the test design stage based on L

2 subset of random sim-
ulation patterns. The standard multiple regression procedure
[24, 28] assures the minimal estimation MSEs between the lev-
els of tested performance parameter for CUT, which are known
for training set of patterns and the ones estimated by means of
regression model (12) with input variables (10) preprocessed
previously in the way (9).

As was mentioned, the target structure of the proposed model
(6) is determined in the evolutionary system of optimization ex-
plained in Section 3. The values from the sets Ji and Ki are se-
lected evolutionarily and this process assures searching for the
most representative (able to explain the i-th tested parameter)
groups of test points selected from (3), the most optimal defi-
nition of power factors (7) for preprocessing, nonlinear trans-
formations, as well as for minimized formula (6) size. All the
criteria formulated here are included to error fitness function
QERR of the evolutionary system of optimization. The cyclical
computations synthesize the optimal stimulus (2) shape and the
mathematical model features mentioned in the same evolution-
ary system that assures full interaction during searching for the
most appropriate design of AEC specification test. The excita-
tion pulses relocations and their widths changes impact directly
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on estimation formula (6) structure, its elements quantity and
coefficients values, and the evolutionary algorithm is trying to
find phenotype (digital stimulus and regression model) that fi-
nally will be the best evaluated one.

2.2. Before test simulations. The CUT computational anal-
yses stage is a very important part of the test design algo-
rithm; it impacts directly on the final solution effectiveness. The
training patterns consist of the one obtained for all the nom-
inal values, exactly defined during the AEC design stage and
(L−1) diagnostic states of the CUT transient analyses result
with C circuits’ parameters (design constants) perturbed. These
parameters are independently and randomly dispersed in the as-
sumed range ±δdev around their nominal levels (with uniform
probability of randomization procedure). During the computer
aided analyzes of (L−1) perturbed CUTs, the values of pas-
sive electronic components (e.g., resistances, capacitances, in-
ductances) or/and the sort of specific parameters of active com-
ponents (e.g., MOSFET transistors channels dimensions, oper-
ational amplifiers slew rates, CMMRs) of the simulated AEC
are deviated randomly and finally each one takes value from
the assumed range:

γd = γnom
d (1±δdev) , (13)

where d = 〈0, . . . ,(C−1)〉 is the index of parameter determi-
nation case and nominally γ0 = γnom

0 . The dispersions (13) of
the AEC components parameters directly influence the tested
specifications (1) and this procedure results with the L testing
(teaching) patterns set creation that is the base of evaluation of
the phenotypes considered during the specification test design-
ing stage. During the before test stage the candidates for pulse
testing excitations coded in genotypes together with estimation
model formulas are tested on the whole training set containing
definitions of analyzed CUT teaching cases prepared respec-
tively to the above scenario. The individual from population
(genotype containing two chromosomes, i.e., the ones describ-
ing testing stimulus and tested performance parameters identi-
fication model structure) and coefficients obtained by means of
multiple regression strategy define the test stage strategy com-
pletely and unequivocally. These coded specification test pro-
cedures are evolving among the generations and due to specific
form of fitness function and respective reproduction criteria,
well fitted, promising ones are spreading over all next popu-
lations of the training stage especially. Numerous streams of
testing pulses compositions as well as the mathematical identi-
fication model structures are explored, successively modified
during evolutionary cycles of training stage and adjusted re-
spectively to the coding scheme of leaders. Finally, this before
test training results with the best, optimal solution, i.e., the most
appropriate definition of specification test encountered during
all evolutionary cycles.

As may be easily noticed, the Ltransient analyses of CUT are
necessary for the whole training set determination for each form
(2) of pulses stream STIM defined in the population of GMX so-
lutions (phenotypes). It means that totally L ·GMX · IMX execu-
tions are needed for IMX evolutionary iterations of evolutionary

optimization algorithm. Of course, this time-consuming process
is started only at the before test stage but still it is quite a strict
and uncomfortable requirement that in the proposed procedure
was omitted in the way that resulted from the nature of the con-
sidered specification driven testing of the linear AECs. The aim
of the technique is a precise estimation of the diagnosed perfor-
mance parameters of the CUT and especially the resulted math-
ematical model (6) has to be possibly most accurate around the
nominal area defined by (13), where the GO/NO-GO diagnostic
threshold criteria are placed. It means that the analog diagnos-
tic signature (3) for any considered complex stimulus (2) may
be determined as the respective superposition of the 2 ·D step
responses he(m) shifted to the discrete time points nHid · TCLK ,
nLid ·TCLK of the specialized excitation rising and falling edges
respectively:

RESi =
2D

∑
r=1

fa(r)he(m−nr), (14)

where fa(r) is an activation function of the r-th component that
returns ±1 after rising or falling edge component detection in nr
points of digital stimulus. The described simplification effects
with the number of AEC external simulation program .TRAN
analyses reduction to L ones only, i.e. the natural responses
he(m) of all the training circuits cases are only L times cal-
culated in simulation software initially. Next, for all the other
pulses (2) distributions (pulses combinations) evaluated during
evolutionary cycles, the test signature responses (3) are deter-
mined by the use of the above superposition rule. This special
feature effected with radical reduction of the before test time
cost of the test design stage and allowed to make more num-
bers of evolutionary optimization cycles in the acceptable time
of before test stage procedure.

3. Evolutionary computations

The optimal binary code of stimulus STIMi as well as test
points Ji and preprocessing coefficients Ki are searched in the
dedicated evolutionary system. The algorithm steps are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. Generally, it consists of the three procedural
stages: the initial-, the main-, the final-one and the four pro-
gram loops located in the main part of the optimization software
implemented in the MATLAB environment. Fig. 3a illustrates
the general overview of the proposed evolutionary optimization
system. During the initial stage, the respective parameters (see
Section 4) of the EA system have to be assumed and next, after
starting the evolution, the primary initial population is created
randomly (i.e., CH1 and CH2 genes are set randomly to the
allowed alleles values). The signature response obtained to the
testing excitations coded in evaluated individual from popula-
tion is calculated at the beginning of the main algorithm loops
part. It allows to determine the set of response samples which
are candidates to the test points set optimized evolutionarily to-
gether with the regression model coefficients in the secondary
EA built in the preliminary one. This inner EA works on CH2
chromosomes only and it is searching for the optimal mathe-
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probability of randomization procedure). During the computer
aided analyzes of (L−1) perturbed CUTs, the values of pas-
sive electronic components (e.g., resistances, capacitances, in-
ductances) or/and the sort of specific parameters of active com-
ponents (e.g., MOSFET transistors channels dimensions, oper-
ational amplifiers slew rates, CMMRs) of the simulated AEC
are deviated randomly and finally each one takes value from
the assumed range:

γd = γnom
d (1±δdev) , (13)

where d = 〈0, . . . ,(C−1)〉 is the index of parameter determi-
nation case and nominally γ0 = γnom

0 . The dispersions (13) of
the AEC components parameters directly influence the tested
specifications (1) and this procedure results with the L testing
(teaching) patterns set creation that is the base of evaluation of
the phenotypes considered during the specification test design-
ing stage. During the before test stage the candidates for pulse
testing excitations coded in genotypes together with estimation
model formulas are tested on the whole training set containing
definitions of analyzed CUT teaching cases prepared respec-
tively to the above scenario. The individual from population
(genotype containing two chromosomes, i.e., the ones describ-
ing testing stimulus and tested performance parameters identi-
fication model structure) and coefficients obtained by means of
multiple regression strategy define the test stage strategy com-
pletely and unequivocally. These coded specification test pro-
cedures are evolving among the generations and due to specific
form of fitness function and respective reproduction criteria,
well fitted, promising ones are spreading over all next popu-
lations of the training stage especially. Numerous streams of
testing pulses compositions as well as the mathematical identi-
fication model structures are explored, successively modified
during evolutionary cycles of training stage and adjusted re-
spectively to the coding scheme of leaders. Finally, this before
test training results with the best, optimal solution, i.e., the most
appropriate definition of specification test encountered during
all evolutionary cycles.

As may be easily noticed, the Ltransient analyses of CUT are
necessary for the whole training set determination for each form
(2) of pulses stream STIM defined in the population of GMX so-
lutions (phenotypes). It means that totally L ·GMX · IMX execu-
tions are needed for IMX evolutionary iterations of evolutionary

optimization algorithm. Of course, this time-consuming process
is started only at the before test stage but still it is quite a strict
and uncomfortable requirement that in the proposed procedure
was omitted in the way that resulted from the nature of the con-
sidered specification driven testing of the linear AECs. The aim
of the technique is a precise estimation of the diagnosed perfor-
mance parameters of the CUT and especially the resulted math-
ematical model (6) has to be possibly most accurate around the
nominal area defined by (13), where the GO/NO-GO diagnostic
threshold criteria are placed. It means that the analog diagnos-
tic signature (3) for any considered complex stimulus (2) may
be determined as the respective superposition of the 2 ·D step
responses he(m) shifted to the discrete time points nHid · TCLK ,
nLid ·TCLK of the specialized excitation rising and falling edges
respectively:

RESi =
2D

∑
r=1

fa(r)he(m−nr), (14)

where fa(r) is an activation function of the r-th component that
returns ±1 after rising or falling edge component detection in nr
points of digital stimulus. The described simplification effects
with the number of AEC external simulation program .TRAN
analyses reduction to L ones only, i.e. the natural responses
he(m) of all the training circuits cases are only L times cal-
culated in simulation software initially. Next, for all the other
pulses (2) distributions (pulses combinations) evaluated during
evolutionary cycles, the test signature responses (3) are deter-
mined by the use of the above superposition rule. This special
feature effected with radical reduction of the before test time
cost of the test design stage and allowed to make more num-
bers of evolutionary optimization cycles in the acceptable time
of before test stage procedure.

3. Evolutionary computations

The optimal binary code of stimulus STIMi as well as test
points Ji and preprocessing coefficients Ki are searched in the
dedicated evolutionary system. The algorithm steps are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. Generally, it consists of the three procedural
stages: the initial-, the main-, the final-one and the four pro-
gram loops located in the main part of the optimization software
implemented in the MATLAB environment. Fig. 3a illustrates
the general overview of the proposed evolutionary optimization
system. During the initial stage, the respective parameters (see
Section 4) of the EA system have to be assumed and next, after
starting the evolution, the primary initial population is created
randomly (i.e., CH1 and CH2 genes are set randomly to the
allowed alleles values). The signature response obtained to the
testing excitations coded in evaluated individual from popula-
tion is calculated at the beginning of the main algorithm loops
part. It allows to determine the set of response samples which
are candidates to the test points set optimized evolutionarily to-
gether with the regression model coefficients in the secondary
EA built in the preliminary one. This inner EA works on CH2
chromosomes only and it is searching for the optimal mathe-
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which creates the J element vector of variables from the for-
mula (6) terms:

This implemented possibility of the above regression model ar-
guments recalculation with negative or positive power up to K 
creates general nonlinear estimation model with variables pre-
processing that may be optimized for explaining the identified
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on estimation formula (6) structure, its elements quantity and
coefficients values, and the evolutionary algorithm is trying to
find phenotype (digital stimulus and regression model) that fi-
nally will be the best evaluated one.

2.2. Before test simulations. The CUT computational anal-
yses stage is a very important part of the test design algo-
rithm; it impacts directly on the final solution effectiveness. The
training patterns consist of the one obtained for all the nom-
inal values, exactly defined during the AEC design stage and
(L−1) diagnostic states of the CUT transient analyses result
with C circuits’ parameters (design constants) perturbed. These
parameters are independently and randomly dispersed in the as-
sumed range ±δdev around their nominal levels (with uniform
probability of randomization procedure). During the computer
aided analyzes of (L−1) perturbed CUTs, the values of pas-
sive electronic components (e.g., resistances, capacitances, in-
ductances) or/and the sort of specific parameters of active com-
ponents (e.g., MOSFET transistors channels dimensions, oper-
ational amplifiers slew rates, CMMRs) of the simulated AEC
are deviated randomly and finally each one takes value from
the assumed range:

γd = γnom
d (1±δdev) , (13)

where d = 〈0, . . . ,(C−1)〉 is the index of parameter determi-
nation case and nominally γ0 = γnom

0 . The dispersions (13) of
the AEC components parameters directly influence the tested
specifications (1) and this procedure results with the L testing
(teaching) patterns set creation that is the base of evaluation of
the phenotypes considered during the specification test design-
ing stage. During the before test stage the candidates for pulse
testing excitations coded in genotypes together with estimation
model formulas are tested on the whole training set containing
definitions of analyzed CUT teaching cases prepared respec-
tively to the above scenario. The individual from population
(genotype containing two chromosomes, i.e., the ones describ-
ing testing stimulus and tested performance parameters identi-
fication model structure) and coefficients obtained by means of
multiple regression strategy define the test stage strategy com-
pletely and unequivocally. These coded specification test pro-
cedures are evolving among the generations and due to specific
form of fitness function and respective reproduction criteria,
well fitted, promising ones are spreading over all next popu-
lations of the training stage especially. Numerous streams of
testing pulses compositions as well as the mathematical identi-
fication model structures are explored, successively modified
during evolutionary cycles of training stage and adjusted re-
spectively to the coding scheme of leaders. Finally, this before
test training results with the best, optimal solution, i.e., the most
appropriate definition of specification test encountered during
all evolutionary cycles.

As may be easily noticed, the Ltransient analyses of CUT are
necessary for the whole training set determination for each form
(2) of pulses stream STIM defined in the population of GMX so-
lutions (phenotypes). It means that totally L ·GMX · IMX execu-
tions are needed for IMX evolutionary iterations of evolutionary

optimization algorithm. Of course, this time-consuming process
is started only at the before test stage but still it is quite a strict
and uncomfortable requirement that in the proposed procedure
was omitted in the way that resulted from the nature of the con-
sidered specification driven testing of the linear AECs. The aim
of the technique is a precise estimation of the diagnosed perfor-
mance parameters of the CUT and especially the resulted math-
ematical model (6) has to be possibly most accurate around the
nominal area defined by (13), where the GO/NO-GO diagnostic
threshold criteria are placed. It means that the analog diagnos-
tic signature (3) for any considered complex stimulus (2) may
be determined as the respective superposition of the 2 ·D step
responses he(m) shifted to the discrete time points nHid · TCLK ,
nLid ·TCLK of the specialized excitation rising and falling edges
respectively:

RESi =
2D

∑
r=1

fa(r)he(m−nr), (14)

where fa(r) is an activation function of the r-th component that
returns ±1 after rising or falling edge component detection in nr
points of digital stimulus. The described simplification effects
with the number of AEC external simulation program .TRAN
analyses reduction to L ones only, i.e. the natural responses
he(m) of all the training circuits cases are only L times cal-
culated in simulation software initially. Next, for all the other
pulses (2) distributions (pulses combinations) evaluated during
evolutionary cycles, the test signature responses (3) are deter-
mined by the use of the above superposition rule. This special
feature effected with radical reduction of the before test time
cost of the test design stage and allowed to make more num-
bers of evolutionary optimization cycles in the acceptable time
of before test stage procedure.

3. Evolutionary computations

The optimal binary code of stimulus STIMi as well as test
points Ji and preprocessing coefficients Ki are searched in the
dedicated evolutionary system. The algorithm steps are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. Generally, it consists of the three procedural
stages: the initial-, the main-, the final-one and the four pro-
gram loops located in the main part of the optimization software
implemented in the MATLAB environment. Fig. 3a illustrates
the general overview of the proposed evolutionary optimization
system. During the initial stage, the respective parameters (see
Section 4) of the EA system have to be assumed and next, after
starting the evolution, the primary initial population is created
randomly (i.e., CH1 and CH2 genes are set randomly to the
allowed alleles values). The signature response obtained to the
testing excitations coded in evaluated individual from popula-
tion is calculated at the beginning of the main algorithm loops
part. It allows to determine the set of response samples which
are candidates to the test points set optimized evolutionarily to-
gether with the regression model coefficients in the secondary
EA built in the preliminary one. This inner EA works on CH2
chromosomes only and it is searching for the optimal mathe-
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on estimation formula (6) structure, its elements quantity and
coefficients values, and the evolutionary algorithm is trying to
find phenotype (digital stimulus and regression model) that fi-
nally will be the best evaluated one.

2.2. Before test simulations. The CUT computational anal-
yses stage is a very important part of the test design algo-
rithm; it impacts directly on the final solution effectiveness. The
training patterns consist of the one obtained for all the nom-
inal values, exactly defined during the AEC design stage and
(L−1) diagnostic states of the CUT transient analyses result
with C circuits’ parameters (design constants) perturbed. These
parameters are independently and randomly dispersed in the as-
sumed range ±δdev around their nominal levels (with uniform
probability of randomization procedure). During the computer
aided analyzes of (L−1) perturbed CUTs, the values of pas-
sive electronic components (e.g., resistances, capacitances, in-
ductances) or/and the sort of specific parameters of active com-
ponents (e.g., MOSFET transistors channels dimensions, oper-
ational amplifiers slew rates, CMMRs) of the simulated AEC
are deviated randomly and finally each one takes value from
the assumed range:

γd = γnom
d (1±δdev) , (13)

where d = 〈0, . . . ,(C−1)〉 is the index of parameter determi-
nation case and nominally γ0 = γnom

0 . The dispersions (13) of
the AEC components parameters directly influence the tested
specifications (1) and this procedure results with the L testing
(teaching) patterns set creation that is the base of evaluation of
the phenotypes considered during the specification test design-
ing stage. During the before test stage the candidates for pulse
testing excitations coded in genotypes together with estimation
model formulas are tested on the whole training set containing
definitions of analyzed CUT teaching cases prepared respec-
tively to the above scenario. The individual from population
(genotype containing two chromosomes, i.e., the ones describ-
ing testing stimulus and tested performance parameters identi-
fication model structure) and coefficients obtained by means of
multiple regression strategy define the test stage strategy com-
pletely and unequivocally. These coded specification test pro-
cedures are evolving among the generations and due to specific
form of fitness function and respective reproduction criteria,
well fitted, promising ones are spreading over all next popu-
lations of the training stage especially. Numerous streams of
testing pulses compositions as well as the mathematical identi-
fication model structures are explored, successively modified
during evolutionary cycles of training stage and adjusted re-
spectively to the coding scheme of leaders. Finally, this before
test training results with the best, optimal solution, i.e., the most
appropriate definition of specification test encountered during
all evolutionary cycles.

As may be easily noticed, the Ltransient analyses of CUT are
necessary for the whole training set determination for each form
(2) of pulses stream STIM defined in the population of GMX so-
lutions (phenotypes). It means that totally L ·GMX · IMX execu-
tions are needed for IMX evolutionary iterations of evolutionary

optimization algorithm. Of course, this time-consuming process
is started only at the before test stage but still it is quite a strict
and uncomfortable requirement that in the proposed procedure
was omitted in the way that resulted from the nature of the con-
sidered specification driven testing of the linear AECs. The aim
of the technique is a precise estimation of the diagnosed perfor-
mance parameters of the CUT and especially the resulted math-
ematical model (6) has to be possibly most accurate around the
nominal area defined by (13), where the GO/NO-GO diagnostic
threshold criteria are placed. It means that the analog diagnos-
tic signature (3) for any considered complex stimulus (2) may
be determined as the respective superposition of the 2 ·D step
responses he(m) shifted to the discrete time points nHid · TCLK ,
nLid ·TCLK of the specialized excitation rising and falling edges
respectively:

RESi =
2D

∑
r=1

fa(r)he(m−nr), (14)

where fa(r) is an activation function of the r-th component that
returns ±1 after rising or falling edge component detection in nr
points of digital stimulus. The described simplification effects
with the number of AEC external simulation program .TRAN
analyses reduction to L ones only, i.e. the natural responses
he(m) of all the training circuits cases are only L times cal-
culated in simulation software initially. Next, for all the other
pulses (2) distributions (pulses combinations) evaluated during
evolutionary cycles, the test signature responses (3) are deter-
mined by the use of the above superposition rule. This special
feature effected with radical reduction of the before test time
cost of the test design stage and allowed to make more num-
bers of evolutionary optimization cycles in the acceptable time
of before test stage procedure.

3. Evolutionary computations

The optimal binary code of stimulus STIMi as well as test
points Ji and preprocessing coefficients Ki are searched in the
dedicated evolutionary system. The algorithm steps are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. Generally, it consists of the three procedural
stages: the initial-, the main-, the final-one and the four pro-
gram loops located in the main part of the optimization software
implemented in the MATLAB environment. Fig. 3a illustrates
the general overview of the proposed evolutionary optimization
system. During the initial stage, the respective parameters (see
Section 4) of the EA system have to be assumed and next, after
starting the evolution, the primary initial population is created
randomly (i.e., CH1 and CH2 genes are set randomly to the
allowed alleles values). The signature response obtained to the
testing excitations coded in evaluated individual from popula-
tion is calculated at the beginning of the main algorithm loops
part. It allows to determine the set of response samples which
are candidates to the test points set optimized evolutionarily to-
gether with the regression model coefficients in the secondary
EA built in the preliminary one. This inner EA works on CH2
chromosomes only and it is searching for the optimal mathe-
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on estimation formula (6) structure, its elements quantity and
coefficients values, and the evolutionary algorithm is trying to
find phenotype (digital stimulus and regression model) that fi-
nally will be the best evaluated one.

2.2. Before test simulations. The CUT computational anal-
yses stage is a very important part of the test design algo-
rithm; it impacts directly on the final solution effectiveness. The
training patterns consist of the one obtained for all the nom-
inal values, exactly defined during the AEC design stage and
(L−1) diagnostic states of the CUT transient analyses result
with C circuits’ parameters (design constants) perturbed. These
parameters are independently and randomly dispersed in the as-
sumed range ±δdev around their nominal levels (with uniform
probability of randomization procedure). During the computer
aided analyzes of (L−1) perturbed CUTs, the values of pas-
sive electronic components (e.g., resistances, capacitances, in-
ductances) or/and the sort of specific parameters of active com-
ponents (e.g., MOSFET transistors channels dimensions, oper-
ational amplifiers slew rates, CMMRs) of the simulated AEC
are deviated randomly and finally each one takes value from
the assumed range:

γd = γnom
d (1±δdev) , (13)

where d = 〈0, . . . ,(C−1)〉 is the index of parameter determi-
nation case and nominally γ0 = γnom

0 . The dispersions (13) of
the AEC components parameters directly influence the tested
specifications (1) and this procedure results with the L testing
(teaching) patterns set creation that is the base of evaluation of
the phenotypes considered during the specification test design-
ing stage. During the before test stage the candidates for pulse
testing excitations coded in genotypes together with estimation
model formulas are tested on the whole training set containing
definitions of analyzed CUT teaching cases prepared respec-
tively to the above scenario. The individual from population
(genotype containing two chromosomes, i.e., the ones describ-
ing testing stimulus and tested performance parameters identi-
fication model structure) and coefficients obtained by means of
multiple regression strategy define the test stage strategy com-
pletely and unequivocally. These coded specification test pro-
cedures are evolving among the generations and due to specific
form of fitness function and respective reproduction criteria,
well fitted, promising ones are spreading over all next popu-
lations of the training stage especially. Numerous streams of
testing pulses compositions as well as the mathematical identi-
fication model structures are explored, successively modified
during evolutionary cycles of training stage and adjusted re-
spectively to the coding scheme of leaders. Finally, this before
test training results with the best, optimal solution, i.e., the most
appropriate definition of specification test encountered during
all evolutionary cycles.

As may be easily noticed, the Ltransient analyses of CUT are
necessary for the whole training set determination for each form
(2) of pulses stream STIM defined in the population of GMX so-
lutions (phenotypes). It means that totally L ·GMX · IMX execu-
tions are needed for IMX evolutionary iterations of evolutionary

optimization algorithm. Of course, this time-consuming process
is started only at the before test stage but still it is quite a strict
and uncomfortable requirement that in the proposed procedure
was omitted in the way that resulted from the nature of the con-
sidered specification driven testing of the linear AECs. The aim
of the technique is a precise estimation of the diagnosed perfor-
mance parameters of the CUT and especially the resulted math-
ematical model (6) has to be possibly most accurate around the
nominal area defined by (13), where the GO/NO-GO diagnostic
threshold criteria are placed. It means that the analog diagnos-
tic signature (3) for any considered complex stimulus (2) may
be determined as the respective superposition of the 2 ·D step
responses he(m) shifted to the discrete time points nHid · TCLK ,
nLid ·TCLK of the specialized excitation rising and falling edges
respectively:

RESi =
2D

∑
r=1

fa(r)he(m−nr), (14)

where fa(r) is an activation function of the r-th component that
returns ±1 after rising or falling edge component detection in nr
points of digital stimulus. The described simplification effects
with the number of AEC external simulation program .TRAN
analyses reduction to L ones only, i.e. the natural responses
he(m) of all the training circuits cases are only L times cal-
culated in simulation software initially. Next, for all the other
pulses (2) distributions (pulses combinations) evaluated during
evolutionary cycles, the test signature responses (3) are deter-
mined by the use of the above superposition rule. This special
feature effected with radical reduction of the before test time
cost of the test design stage and allowed to make more num-
bers of evolutionary optimization cycles in the acceptable time
of before test stage procedure.

3. Evolutionary computations

The optimal binary code of stimulus STIMi as well as test
points Ji and preprocessing coefficients Ki are searched in the
dedicated evolutionary system. The algorithm steps are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. Generally, it consists of the three procedural
stages: the initial-, the main-, the final-one and the four pro-
gram loops located in the main part of the optimization software
implemented in the MATLAB environment. Fig. 3a illustrates
the general overview of the proposed evolutionary optimization
system. During the initial stage, the respective parameters (see
Section 4) of the EA system have to be assumed and next, after
starting the evolution, the primary initial population is created
randomly (i.e., CH1 and CH2 genes are set randomly to the
allowed alleles values). The signature response obtained to the
testing excitations coded in evaluated individual from popula-
tion is calculated at the beginning of the main algorithm loops
part. It allows to determine the set of response samples which
are candidates to the test points set optimized evolutionarily to-
gether with the regression model coefficients in the secondary
EA built in the preliminary one. This inner EA works on CH2
chromosomes only and it is searching for the optimal mathe-
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a)  

4. The main evolutionary (stimulus optimization) loop start, iterations i1=0,..,(IMX1-1): 

A. The signature response RESig1 determination for the g1-th evaluated stimulus 
STIMig1 from the population POP1i of GMX1 individuals by means of 
superposition (14) for the L CUT patterns for the MC set, g1=0,..,(GMX1–1).  

B. Population POP2i of GMX2 chromosomes CH2ig2 creation with copy of the 
original one from Λig1 and genes of the (GMX2–1 ) ones randomly selected. 

i. The second evolutionary (test point and model coefficients) 
optimization    loop start, iterations i2=0,..,(IMX2–1 ). 

a. The unfitness QERR value determination for the g1–th 
stimulus and g2 –th coefficients genotypes, g2=0,..,(GMX2–1). 

 The multiple regression procedure usage for the βi 
vector (6) calculation on the low half part of training 
patterns (0,..,L/2-1 cases). 

 The tested performance parameter pi estimations 
performance checking on the upper half part of 
training patterns respectively (L/2,..,L-1 cases), i.e. the 
ones not used for regression coefficient calculation. 

b. Increment g2++; if g2<GMX2 then go to 4.A.i.a. again. 

ii. Rang reproduction between individuals from POP2i. 

iii. Recombination and mutation among parents selected from POP2i. 

iv. Succession with elitist model respecting,  
i2++; if i2<IMX2 then go to 4.A.i. again. 

C. Increment g1++; if g1<GMX1 then go to 4.A. again. 

5. Rang reproduction between individuals from POP1i. 

6. Recombination and mutation among parents selected from POP1i. 

7. Succession with elitist model respecting,  
I1++; if i1<IMX1 then go to 4. again.  
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1. The .AC frequency and .TRAN step (natural) responses calculations of the L parametric 
cases of the CUT. 

2. The random initialization of the GMX1 genotypes from the main population Λi0: 
a.  N bits of chromosomes CH1ig1 coding testing stimulus STIMi (the excitation shape), 
b.  N integer numbered genes of chromosomes CH2ig2 coding the sets Ji and Ki (the 

estimation model structure). 
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formula (6). 
 
9. The final .TRAN computational simulations of CUT responses for the best digital stimulus and L 
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b)  

Fig. 3. The evolutionary optimisation algorithm steps: a) general overview, b) detailed diagram

matical model (6) structure among GMX2 individuals per cy-
cle of candidates from genetic population. Fitness function of
each individual is determined and the best suited (to the cur-
rently considered test stimulus shape) is finally selected. After
finalizing the IMX2 iterations of this evolutionary subsystem, the
main loop is continued for the evolutionary operations on CH1
part of genotype and it assures the testing stimulus shape opti-
mization. These steps described here are repeated GMX1 times,
i.e., for each genotype from the main generation and finally this
process is continued until IMX1 generation is reached. At the
end, the best evaluated pair of CH1 and CH2 codes phenotypes
defining the desired specification test of AEC.

As can be seen in a detailed algorithm diagram in Fig. 3b,
during the initial part, i.e., just after this system starting, exter-
nal simulation software tool is executed to determine the fre-
quency and the natural responses for the L random parametric
states of the analog CUT. As was explained in the previous sec-
tion, these Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations are made with the
selected CUT parameters perturbed in the assumed areas (13).
Besides, the preliminary population of individuals:

POPi =
{

ΛΛΛi0, ΛΛΛi1, . . . , ΛΛΛi(GMX1−1)
}

(15)

is randomly created during this introductory stage.
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Fig. 3. The evolutionary optimisation algorithm steps: a) general overview, b) detailed diagram

matical model (6) structure among GMX2 individuals per cy-
cle of candidates from genetic population. Fitness function of
each individual is determined and the best suited (to the cur-
rently considered test stimulus shape) is finally selected. After
finalizing the IMX2 iterations of this evolutionary subsystem, the
main loop is continued for the evolutionary operations on CH1
part of genotype and it assures the testing stimulus shape opti-
mization. These steps described here are repeated GMX1 times,
i.e., for each genotype from the main generation and finally this
process is continued until IMX1 generation is reached. At the
end, the best evaluated pair of CH1 and CH2 codes phenotypes
defining the desired specification test of AEC.

As can be seen in a detailed algorithm diagram in Fig. 3b,
during the initial part, i.e., just after this system starting, exter-
nal simulation software tool is executed to determine the fre-
quency and the natural responses for the L random parametric
states of the analog CUT. As was explained in the previous sec-
tion, these Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations are made with the
selected CUT parameters perturbed in the assumed areas (13).
Besides, the preliminary population of individuals:

POPi =
{

ΛΛΛi0, ΛΛΛi1, . . . , ΛΛΛi(GMX1−1)
}

(15)

is randomly created during this introductory stage.
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matical model (6) structure among GMX2 individuals per cy-
cle of candidates from genetic population. Fitness function of
each individual is determined and the best suited (to the cur-
rently considered test stimulus shape) is finally selected. After
finalizing the IMX2 iterations of this evolutionary subsystem, the
main loop is continued for the evolutionary operations on CH1
part of genotype and it assures the testing stimulus shape opti-
mization. These steps described here are repeated GMX1 times,
i.e., for each genotype from the main generation and finally this
process is continued until IMX1 generation is reached. At the
end, the best evaluated pair of CH1 and CH2 codes phenotypes
defining the desired specification test of AEC.

As can be seen in a detailed algorithm diagram in Fig. 3b,
during the initial part, i.e., just after this system starting, exter-
nal simulation software tool is executed to determine the fre-
quency and the natural responses for the L random parametric
states of the analog CUT. As was explained in the previous sec-
tion, these Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations are made with the
selected CUT parameters perturbed in the assumed areas (13).
Besides, the preliminary population of individuals:

POPi =
{

ΛΛΛi0, ΛΛΛi1, . . . , ΛΛΛi(GMX1−1)
}

(15)

is randomly created during this introductory stage.
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matical model (6) structure among GMX2 individuals per cy-
cle of candidates from genetic population. Fitness function of
each individual is determined and the best suited (to the cur-
rently considered test stimulus shape) is finally selected. After
finalizing the IMX2 iterations of this evolutionary subsystem, the
main loop is continued for the evolutionary operations on CH1
part of genotype and it assures the testing stimulus shape opti-
mization. These steps described here are repeated GMX1 times,
i.e., for each genotype from the main generation and finally this
process is continued until IMX1 generation is reached. At the
end, the best evaluated pair of CH1 and CH2 codes phenotypes
defining the desired specification test of AEC.

As can be seen in a detailed algorithm diagram in Fig. 3b,
during the initial part, i.e., just after this system starting, exter-
nal simulation software tool is executed to determine the fre-
quency and the natural responses for the L random parametric
states of the analog CUT. As was explained in the previous sec-
tion, these Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations are made with the
selected CUT parameters perturbed in the assumed areas (13).
Besides, the preliminary population of individuals:

POPi =
{

ΛΛΛi0, ΛΛΛi1, . . . , ΛΛΛi(GMX1−1)
}

(15)

is randomly created during this introductory stage.
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Each genotype ΛΛΛig above consists of binary chromosome
CH1ig1 coding stimulus stream (2) and integer one CH2ig2 with
factors defining the estimating formula (6) structure:

ΛΛΛig =
{

CH1ig1, CH2ig2
}
. (16)

As may be seen in Fig. 4, the chromosome CH1ig1 alleles
are binary 0 or 1 values directly coding the logical state of the
digital test stimulus during the specific system clock tact pe-
riod TCLK . However, the genes of CH2ig2 reach integer num-
bers from the allowed alleles set 〈0, . . . ,2K〉 and in case of non-
zeroed one the specific sample point (i.e., synchronized by TCLK
sampling period to the gene location) is selected as a testing
point with the value of power factor of nonlinear preprocessing
recalculation in model (6) coded by the positive integer num-
ber (i.e., this gene position index and code value respectively
decoded to Ji and Ki). Otherwise, for the zeroed n-th gene of
CH2ig2, the test point (the sample of response signature (3) ac-
quired on n-th test measure cycle) is rejected (as explained in
Table 1). This hybrid structure of genotype allows to optimize
different features of the phenotype concurrently in the same
system.

Fig. 4. The exemplary chromosomes and phenotypes: a) of digital
stimulus, b) of estimating formula model

When preliminary population is ready, the main algorithm
begins and generally it consists of the two evolutionary systems
which are tied together. The 1-st and 2-nd program loops define
the main evolution part that impacts stimulus shape chromo-
somes CH1ig, however the 3-rd and 4-th loops cover the evo-
lutionary optimization section that is searching for the chro-
mosome best suitable to the currently analyzed stimulus pulses
decomposition in population of individuals CH2ig.

Table 1
Chromosome CH2 genes interpretation

Gene
Interpretation result

Position Code

tn

0 Reject n-th test point.

1 Use (vn)
1 direct n-th signature sample.

2 Use (vn)
−1 inverted n-th signature sample.

3 Use (vn)
2 preprocessed n-th signature sample.

4 Use (vn)
−2 preprocessed n-th signature sample.

5 Use (vn)
3 preprocessed n-th signature sample.

6 Use (vn)
−3 preprocessed n-th signature sample.

The 1-st loop of the main algorithm iterates IMX1 times of
global generations of POPi. Each specific binary testing stream
from population POP1i of GMX1 individuals:

POP1i =
{

CH1i0, CH1i1, . . . , CH1i(GMX1−1)
}

(17)

is evaluated every main loop cycle. All these iterations are de-
fined by 2-nd loop of algorithm. Firstly, the transient response
signatures RESig are determined by composition (14) for all the
L teaching patterns and the g1-th stimulus chromosome (g1 = 0,
. . . , GMX1 − 1) from (17). This step allows to obtain the full
training set of test signatures digitalized probes (3) available
to the identified performance parameter of the CUT estima-
tion. Next, the second evolution begins and along IMX2 itera-
tions of 3rd loop the optimal test point indexes Ji (4) as well as
the model parameters Ki (7) are searched for among GMX2 of
POP2i individuals. Initially, the second preliminary generation
of the evolutionary subsystem is created:

POP2i =
{

CH2i0, CH2i1, . . . , CH2i(GMX2−1)
}

(18)

and it consists of the original copy of chromosome CH2ig1 from
(15) and the (GMX2 − 1) randomly created ones. Next, during
the 4-th loop cycles, the error fitness factor QERR is calculated
for the g1-th stimulus signal chromosome from (17) and for
each combination of the estimation model structure defining
genes (18). During the reproduction procedures of these both
evolutionary parts, the individuals from POP1i as well as from
POP2i with better quality factor (a lower value of QERR) are
promoted and it results with a higher probability of their repro-
duction to the mating pools, more frequent genetic crossover
and the new offspring genotype chains creation in result respec-
tively.

The detailed description of the phenotype fitness determina-
tion procedure and genetic operations schemes are placed in the
next subsections, but computational consequence of the pro-
posed algorithm execution is the genotype ΛiBEST designing
that codes the optimized i-th specification test procedure (i.e.,
the stimulus shape (2) and the model (6) dedicated to the i-th
performance parameter of the CUT identification).

Finally, the vectors: STIMi consist of 2 ·D integer numbers
(for D digital pulses), Ji, Ki each with J integer coefficients
as well as the real numbered regression coefficients vector βββ i
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Each genotype ΛΛΛig above consists of binary chromosome
CH1ig1 coding stimulus stream (2) and integer one CH2ig2 with
factors defining the estimating formula (6) structure:

ΛΛΛig =
{

CH1ig1, CH2ig2
}
. (16)

As may be seen in Fig. 4, the chromosome CH1ig1 alleles
are binary 0 or 1 values directly coding the logical state of the
digital test stimulus during the specific system clock tact pe-
riod TCLK . However, the genes of CH2ig2 reach integer num-
bers from the allowed alleles set 〈0, . . . ,2K〉 and in case of non-
zeroed one the specific sample point (i.e., synchronized by TCLK
sampling period to the gene location) is selected as a testing
point with the value of power factor of nonlinear preprocessing
recalculation in model (6) coded by the positive integer num-
ber (i.e., this gene position index and code value respectively
decoded to Ji and Ki). Otherwise, for the zeroed n-th gene of
CH2ig2, the test point (the sample of response signature (3) ac-
quired on n-th test measure cycle) is rejected (as explained in
Table 1). This hybrid structure of genotype allows to optimize
different features of the phenotype concurrently in the same
system.

Fig. 4. The exemplary chromosomes and phenotypes: a) of digital
stimulus, b) of estimating formula model

When preliminary population is ready, the main algorithm
begins and generally it consists of the two evolutionary systems
which are tied together. The 1-st and 2-nd program loops define
the main evolution part that impacts stimulus shape chromo-
somes CH1ig, however the 3-rd and 4-th loops cover the evo-
lutionary optimization section that is searching for the chro-
mosome best suitable to the currently analyzed stimulus pulses
decomposition in population of individuals CH2ig.

Table 1
Chromosome CH2 genes interpretation

Gene
Interpretation result

Position Code

tn

0 Reject n-th test point.

1 Use (vn)
1 direct n-th signature sample.

2 Use (vn)
−1 inverted n-th signature sample.

3 Use (vn)
2 preprocessed n-th signature sample.

4 Use (vn)
−2 preprocessed n-th signature sample.

5 Use (vn)
3 preprocessed n-th signature sample.

6 Use (vn)
−3 preprocessed n-th signature sample.

The 1-st loop of the main algorithm iterates IMX1 times of
global generations of POPi. Each specific binary testing stream
from population POP1i of GMX1 individuals:

POP1i =
{

CH1i0, CH1i1, . . . , CH1i(GMX1−1)
}

(17)

is evaluated every main loop cycle. All these iterations are de-
fined by 2-nd loop of algorithm. Firstly, the transient response
signatures RESig are determined by composition (14) for all the
L teaching patterns and the g1-th stimulus chromosome (g1 = 0,
. . . , GMX1 − 1) from (17). This step allows to obtain the full
training set of test signatures digitalized probes (3) available
to the identified performance parameter of the CUT estima-
tion. Next, the second evolution begins and along IMX2 itera-
tions of 3rd loop the optimal test point indexes Ji (4) as well as
the model parameters Ki (7) are searched for among GMX2 of
POP2i individuals. Initially, the second preliminary generation
of the evolutionary subsystem is created:

POP2i =
{

CH2i0, CH2i1, . . . , CH2i(GMX2−1)
}

(18)

and it consists of the original copy of chromosome CH2ig1 from
(15) and the (GMX2 − 1) randomly created ones. Next, during
the 4-th loop cycles, the error fitness factor QERR is calculated
for the g1-th stimulus signal chromosome from (17) and for
each combination of the estimation model structure defining
genes (18). During the reproduction procedures of these both
evolutionary parts, the individuals from POP1i as well as from
POP2i with better quality factor (a lower value of QERR) are
promoted and it results with a higher probability of their repro-
duction to the mating pools, more frequent genetic crossover
and the new offspring genotype chains creation in result respec-
tively.

The detailed description of the phenotype fitness determina-
tion procedure and genetic operations schemes are placed in the
next subsections, but computational consequence of the pro-
posed algorithm execution is the genotype ΛiBEST designing
that codes the optimized i-th specification test procedure (i.e.,
the stimulus shape (2) and the model (6) dedicated to the i-th
performance parameter of the CUT identification).

Finally, the vectors: STIMi consist of 2 ·D integer numbers
(for D digital pulses), Ji, Ki each with J integer coefficients
as well as the real numbered regression coefficients vector βββ i
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factors defining the estimating formula (6) structure:
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The 1-st loop of the main algorithm iterates IMX1 times of
global generations of POPi. Each specific binary testing stream
from population POP1i of GMX1 individuals:

POP1i =
{

CH1i0, CH1i1, . . . , CH1i(GMX1−1)
}

(17)
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Finally, the vectors: STIMi consist of 2 ·D integer numbers
(for D digital pulses), Ji, Ki each with J integer coefficients
as well as the real numbered regression coefficients vector βββ i
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consists of (J+1) elements (where J denotes the number of
test points selected evolutionarily) defines i-th specification test
of AEC univocally. It means that for integer and real num-
bers coded on 2 bytes and 4 bytes (MATLAB single precision
or microcontroller system float type variable) respectively, the
FLASH memory size (in bytes) needed to single test full defi-
nition may be calculated from:

SIZi = 2(2D+2J)+4(J+1) = 4D+8J+1 (19)

in bytes respectively. However, the formula for the testing time
cost estimation of the i-th identified performance parameter by
means of digital stimulus with TCLK period of DMX pulses may
be described as:

T IMi = DMX ·TCLK + tADD · (J+1)+(tMUL + tSQR) · J, (20)

where tADD, tMUL and tSQR are times necessary to the floating-
point arithmetic addition (about 100 machine cycles of the mi-
crocontroller system), multiplication (about 200 cycles) oper-
ations and time consumption of the square (for the negative
power coefficients) calculations on the integer values of the
acquired samples (should not be more than 200 cycles). Fig-
ure (20) consists of test stimulating and data processing time
parts, i.e., the most absorbing test stage operations. Assum-
ing the method implementation to the chip microcontroller with
clock frequency equal to 20 MHz (about 50 µs per 100 machine
cycles), the test time cost may be approximately calculated in
seconds from:

T IMi = DMX ·TCLK +250−6 · J+50−6. (21)

3.1. Fitness error function. The fitness error proposed to the
phenotype quality evaluation consists of the four criteria:

QERR = µ1
(
1−R2

1
)2

+µ2
(
1−R2

2
)2

+µ3εMX +µ4
J
N
, (22)

where R2
1, R2

2 are determination coefficients (R-squared stan-
dard statistical measure of the mathematical model fit correct-
ness) calculated on lower and upper halves of the training pat-
terns set (i.e. this indexed as 1-st represents the model efficiency
reached after multiple regression procedure and 2-nd defines
the model generalization level), εMX is the maximal absolute
estimation error determined on the whole analyzed set of L pat-
terns and the last section is quotient that represents a normalized
size of estimation model (quantity J of the explanatory vari-
ables related to the signature response samples set size N). The
weights µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4 denote the priorities of the particular
criteria optimization.

3.2. Genetic operations. During each evolutionary cycle of
the described system of optimization the reproduction, the
crossover, the mutation and the succession operations are made.

The reproduction is started in steps 5 and 4.B.ii of algorithm
from Fig. 3b and the rank method [20–22] was used there. Af-
ter the fitness mark (22) determination, parent pool gathering
procedure is started. Then all the individuals in population are

sorted by quality factor in descent order and the index position
obtained in this queue (values from 1 up to GMX ) denotes rang
ρ obtained by genotype. Next, the probability of the individual
selection to the mating pool is calculated from:

PSEL = PMN +(1−PMN)
ρ

GMX
(23)

and the candidates for parents’ genotypes set are collected re-
spectively. This kind of reproduction scheme gives the chance
of selection for crossover purpose to worse evaluated chromo-
some chains, it protects against too fast evolutionary conver-
gence to the strongly dominant local extremums of the search-
ing area. It assures better sampling of the possible solutions
space. Genetic material recombination is made with probabil-
ity PCR during the crossover stage on the pairs of individuals
randomly chosen from the reproducing pool. As can be seen
in Fig. 5, during crossover procedure of parental chromosome
pair CHy and CHz, the crossover points CPn are selected with
random steps successively moving position from the start to
the end of code and they define chains cutting points respec-
tively. Next, the dominant, inherited by offspring genotype parts
(i.e., expansive genes, y or z in Fig. 5) are selected randomly
with equal probability and they create the child chromosome.
It means that exchanged genetic material, present in the off-
spring chain, may be inherited from a mating pair with the
same chance and the phenotype features of both parents may
spread over the next generations. During the genetic recombi-
nation process, the child genes may be mutated with the as-
sumed probability PMU and then they obtain the code selected
randomly from the available alleles set.

Fig. 5. The schemes of genetic operations: a) crossover, b) mutation

Additionally, to assure the desired selection pressure during
reproduction processes and to avoid algorithm stagnation, the
phenotypes coding scheme (particular gene positions in chro-
mosome chain) is optimized during evolutionary cycles with
the procedure proposed in [23]. This code mapping modifica-
tion is started every time before recombination, and it is de-
fined by placement of a non-zeroed genes of the current best
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individual (leader over all the generations). All its set genes are
moved to the common section (“glued together” with their orig-
inal positional phenotype interpretation preservation), next all
the other genotypes from population are coded in the same way.
This simple technique results with span of coding scheme min-
imization of well fitted phenotypes and this partially protects
them before cutting during crossover stage.

4. Example circuits specification testing

This section presents statistical effectiveness of testing results
obtained to the CUTs proposed as benchmark in the papers pub-
lished previously [24, 26, 29–33]. The evolutionary system was
started individually for each considered example CUT but with
the same initial parameters described in Table 2.

Table 2
The evolutionary system of test design initial settings

Notation System parameter description Value

L The MC training set size 200

DMX The maximal number of testing pulses 48

K The range of the model formula power factors 3

GMX1 The size of main population 20

GMX2 The size of secondary population 20

IMX1 The number of main generation iterations 60

IMX2 The number of secondary generation iterations 50

PCR The crossover operation probability 0.9

PMU The mutation operation probability 0.2

W The median filter window sample width 5

µ1 The weight of standard regression model quality 0.1

µ2 The weight of model generalization efficiency 1

µ3 The weight of maximal estimation error impact 0.1

µ4 The weight of model size minimization 0.001

Initial values of parameters have been determined experi-
mentally for the presented examples. Their definition is a com-
promise among before test calculation time, final size of mathe-
matical estimation model and its inaccuracy. Of course, adjust-
ing initial settings of analog specification test design involves
the additional experimental executions of the evolutionary it-
erations, but the general properties for the specific settings are
known and it made this process much easier. The evolution-
ary generations sizes GMX1, GMX2 and the numbers of itera-
tions IMX1, IMX2 should be possibly large but they directly im-
pact on the before test calculation time. The values proposed
in Table 2 assured a good performance of the results obtained
with the standard quad-core PC with 3.2 GHz clock. In practice,
these settings just may be enlarged respectively to the available
higher performance of the professional workstation. Similarly,
the training patterns set size L should be as high as possible,
however for the considered examples the L was limited to the

same quantity as assumed for the competitive referenced meth-
ods. Crossover and mutation probabilities define the efficiency
of the searching space sampling and generally, for assuring the
respective expansion of coding schemes of well fitted individu-
als and for obtaining the searching space effective probing, the
crossover probability PCR should be quite high (near to 1) and
significantly more than mutation operation PMU (near to 0.1),
i.e., as it is typical for the evolutionary optimization systems.
The local regulations of these probability settings do not affect
noticeably the performance of the proposed method. The math-
ematical formula power factors range K and the number of test-
ing pulses DMX should be chosen as a compromise between test
cost (time) and its accuracy. The values proposed in Table 2 as-
sured model terms with enough power factors range and enough
test stimulus length available during the model composition and
this was confirmed by the high-quality estimation results. The
weights µ1, . . . ,µ4 of the four criteria of fitness function compo-
nents have been assumed to obtain the highest priority for the
estimation model generalization capability optimization (pro-
cessed on the second half part of training patterns). Next, op-
timization criteria are considered with the decreasing order of
priority levels respectively: the maximal estimation error min-
imization, the determination coefficient maximization (multi-
ple regression processed on the first half of training set) and
the model size with the lowest priority. The following weights
values proposed in Table 2 are obtained by dividing the pre-
vious ones by 10 and it guarantees that the following criteria
cannot mask the previous one stronger than 10% of its current
level. The median filter window width W may be determined
by means of measure noises expected in the tested analog sys-
tem analysis and it rejects the amplitude pulse distortions which
time duration is less than half of time width of this window.

4.1. Low-pass leap-frog filter. The first example AEC as-
sumed to the specification correctness verification is the low
pass 4-th order filter presented in Fig. 6. The below CUT pa-

Fig. 6. The example leap-frog filter CUT benchmark [29, 30]
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sumed to the specification correctness verification is the low
pass 4-th order filter presented in Fig. 6. The below CUT pa-

Fig. 6. The example leap-frog filter CUT benchmark [29, 30]
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rameters were selected to the diagnostic identification:

P = {|KDC|, |KMX |, f−3dB, f−20dB, ϕ−3dB, ϕ−20dB} (24)

and there are: DC and maximal gains, frequencies and sig-
nal phase shifts at −3 dB and −20 dB attenuations points re-
spectively. The assumed test system clock frequency fCLK =
20 kHz, i.e., more than 10 times of the filter −3 dB corner
frequency. During the training patterns set creation stage, the
L = 200 diagnostic states of the CUT were analyzed (i.e., with
the 100 random cases for regression model calculation as well
as 100 ones for its generalization effectiveness checking pur-
poses). The evolutionary system of optimization was started for
each specification (24) independently and Table 3 presents de-
termination coefficients, calculation times, and model parame-
ters respectively obtained for the best phenotypes found. “Est.
testing time” in Table 3 is the approximate duration time of the
test procedure calculated from (21), i.e., under assumption of
this specification test implementation to microcontroller with
20 MHz clock. This time consists of periods necessary to the
CUT excitation generation and the acquired data processing.

Table 3
The found best phenotypes quality marks and costs

Coefficients of
determination

Model costs representing parameters

Reg.
patterns

(R2
1)

Gen.
patterns

(R2
2)

Before
test opt.

time
[min.]

No. of
test

points
(J)

Model
desc.
Size

[Bytes]

Est.
testing
time
[ms]

|KDC| 1.0000 1.0000 70.0 4 137 3.45

|KMX | 0.9986 0.9992 77.1 9 153 4.70

f−3dB 0.9994 0.9994 76.5 15 221 6.20

f−20dB 0.9999 0.9998 71.5 10 157 4.95

ϕ−3dB 0.9983 0.9969 83.0 24 289 8.45

ϕ−20dB 0.9995 0.9992 74.9 14 221 5.95

Full test cost levels: 465.2 80 1178 34.7

The nominal levels of all tested parameters, their deviations
caused by δtol = 5% of normally distributed tolerance disper-
sion of the values of all discrete elements and the accuracies
of the phenotypes found evolutionarily for patterns set form
MC analysis of cases randomized with uniform probability and
δdev = 10% deviation are shown in Table 4.

Next, the estimation models’ generalization capabilities
were checked on the 100 newly created random patterns for
δdev =5%. In the identical way the method previously proposed
in the work [24] was statistically verified. For both techniques
only the output signal shape is analyzed at the specification test
stage. However, for the previous approach the test response is a
natural one (only to the single step stimulus), but the newly pro-
posed method uses a stream of pulses as testing excitation and
that decomposition is optimized evolutionarily to the specific

Table 4
The training set patterns identification accuracies

Design
specification

Estimation model quality

Nom.
level

Allowed
abs. dev.
(for δtol)

Identification error
(for δdev) Fit.

value
Q·103

[mili]
Avg.
level
[%]

Max.
level
[%]

Std.
dev.
[%]

|KDC| 0.5 0.15 0.017 0.072 0.013 0.141

|KMX | 0.5 0.15 0.261 1.471 0.231 0.946

f−3dB [Hz] 1462 207 0.119 0.438 0.093 0.701

f−20dB [Hz] 2446 259 0.043 0.164 0.034 0.373

ϕ−3dB [deg] 165.9 14.6 0.142 0.723 0.121 1.233

ϕ−20dB [deg] 81.2 11.3 0.091 0.307 0.068 0.599

Averagely (for δdev = 10%): 0.112 0.529 0.093 0.666

performance parameter identification. The structures of geno-
types are completely different for these two methods (i.e., geno-
type tree vs string chromosomes).

The comparison of the mathematical model final accuracies
of these two alternative approaches may be seen in Table 5.
The preciseness achieved by the technique proposed is signif-
icantly higher than for the one published previously. The test
stimulus individually specialized to the specific performance
parameters investigations effects with major improvement of
the multiple regression formula estimations effectiveness. The
determination coefficients (see Table 3) for the training pattern
sets are very near to 1 that means excellent mathematical model
fitness to the considered problem and generalized effectiveness
presented in Table 5 proved it. The CUT total testing time esti-
mated for the considered method is close to 35 ms, so it takes
about 20 ms longer than for the referenced one. However, this
small difference may be accepted in practice, especially be-
cause of the analog test reliability satisfactory improvement.
Of course, the before test computational effort necessary dur-

Table 5
The proposed method performances comparision to the referenced one

Proposed method Referenced method

Avg.
level
[%]

Max.
level
[%]

Std.
dev.
[%]

Avg.
level
[%]

Max.
level
[%]

Std.
dev.
[%]

|KDC| 0.018 0.048 0.012 0.063 0.203 0.080

|KMX | 0.196 0.594 0.125 0.420 1.444 0.476

f−3dB 0.098 0.329 0.069 0.297 1.074 0.387

f−20dB 0.028 0.092 0.018 0.157 0.657 0.199

ϕ−3dB 0.090 0.310 0.071 0.600 2.319 0.761

ϕ−20dB 0.067 0.171 0.045 0.864 3.423 1.115

Averagely: 0.083 0.257 0.057 0.400 1.520 0.503
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Fig. 7. The evolutionary optimized testing streams of digital pulses and analog diagnostic signatures of CUT nominal state (bold curve) and three
other ones obtained for: a) |KDC|, b) |KMX |, c) f−3dB, d) f−20dB, e) ϕ−3dB, f) ϕ−20dB performance parameters tests

ing the design stage is higher about 3.68 times in comparison to
the previous solution, but this effort is needed only once and is
still acceptable and it is worth to assure this quite good progress
of the specification test quality.

All the genotype chromosomes CH1 which code the digi-
tal excitations (presented in Fig. 7) specialized to the assumed
specification parameters testing as well as chromosomes CH2
describing the mathematical regression formulas (6) dedicated
to the particular estimations are collected in Table 6. The “three
others” example responses cases plotted in Fig. 7 are signature
responses found in MC training set for which the maximal ab-
solute momentary deviations are the highest ones (in contrary
to the nominal waveform). They show the signature response
sensitivity to the CUT elements parameters dispersion.

The binary chromosomes CH1 presented in Table 6 code the
pulses waveforms starting from the second slope from the left
side of signal given in Fig. 7, i.e., the first byte of all the ex-
citations is 1 for each case (means the preliminary transition
from the initial low-level state to the high one). In other words,
the first bit for all digital excitations is always 1 (start bit) and
it has not been coded in the genotypes. For example, the be-
ginning of a digital stream found to the |KDC |testing purpose
is CH1 = 0110011110 (Table 6) and as mentioned, starting bit
is 1 (always set first on t0 clock cycle start), however the next
part of the stimulus is coded by CH1 string directly. It means
that for digital stimulus from Fig. 7a is state 0 during t1 cycle,
next during t2 and t3 periods there is 1 (second pulse with 2 sys-
tem clock period duration). Next, low level is kept during the
two cycles and four set bits result with 4 system clocks pulse,
etc. Besides, as can be noticed in Table 6, many of the testing

Table 6
The chromosomes from the best genotypes found

Best found genotypes

|KDC|
CH1 011001111010100101001101111011010000111001101001

CH2 100000000000000000000000010010000001000000000000

|KMX |
CH1 101011110001010001010100101000011001000100110100

CH2 311010100004000030000500000000000000020000000000

f−3dB
CH1 111111110010011100001111001100101011100000100010

CH2 060000201200204000030000010050000101006000014500

f−20dB
CH1 101001000101100100111000100010001100110100100001

CH2 021200000000004000000020000000100000000036001002

ϕ−3dB
CH1 101111111110100111111010100010110010100000000000

CH2 105116031066200060012346100056005050050000006005

ϕ−20dB
CH1 111010100011111111001011011010100110000110110001

CH2 123025101010000100000205400000100000000000010000

points coded in CH2 are zeroed, so the analog test calculation
effort was minimized well. The full, detailed definitions of the
designed specification tests are collected in sets (25)–(30) re-
spectively. Table 3, column 5 presents only the quantities of the
test points selected, however, their exact time points have been
determined evolutionarily and are coded by positions of non-
zeroed genes of chromosomes CH2 respectively. For example,
in Table 3 it may be seen that J = 4 test points are used to
|KDC| estimation and respectively to Table 6 these points are
1, 26, 29 and 36 samples of signature waveform (i.e. set J0
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Fig. 7. The evolutionary optimized testing streams of digital pulses and analog diagnostic signatures of CUT nominal state (bold curve) and three
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Fig. 7. The evolutionary optimized testing streams of digital pulses and analog diagnostic signatures of CUT nominal state (bold curve) and three
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points coded in CH2 are zeroed, so the analog test calculation
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Fig. 7. The evolutionary optimized testing streams of digital pulses and analog diagnostic signatures of CUT nominal state (bold curve) and three
other ones obtained for: a) |KDC|, b) |KMX |, c) f−3dB, d) f−20dB, e) ϕ−3dB, f) ϕ−20dB performance parameters tests

ing the design stage is higher about 3.68 times in comparison to
the previous solution, but this effort is needed only once and is
still acceptable and it is worth to assure this quite good progress
of the specification test quality.

All the genotype chromosomes CH1 which code the digi-
tal excitations (presented in Fig. 7) specialized to the assumed
specification parameters testing as well as chromosomes CH2
describing the mathematical regression formulas (6) dedicated
to the particular estimations are collected in Table 6. The “three
others” example responses cases plotted in Fig. 7 are signature
responses found in MC training set for which the maximal ab-
solute momentary deviations are the highest ones (in contrary
to the nominal waveform). They show the signature response
sensitivity to the CUT elements parameters dispersion.

The binary chromosomes CH1 presented in Table 6 code the
pulses waveforms starting from the second slope from the left
side of signal given in Fig. 7, i.e., the first byte of all the ex-
citations is 1 for each case (means the preliminary transition
from the initial low-level state to the high one). In other words,
the first bit for all digital excitations is always 1 (start bit) and
it has not been coded in the genotypes. For example, the be-
ginning of a digital stream found to the |KDC |testing purpose
is CH1 = 0110011110 (Table 6) and as mentioned, starting bit
is 1 (always set first on t0 clock cycle start), however the next
part of the stimulus is coded by CH1 string directly. It means
that for digital stimulus from Fig. 7a is state 0 during t1 cycle,
next during t2 and t3 periods there is 1 (second pulse with 2 sys-
tem clock period duration). Next, low level is kept during the
two cycles and four set bits result with 4 system clocks pulse,
etc. Besides, as can be noticed in Table 6, many of the testing
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points coded in CH2 are zeroed, so the analog test calculation
effort was minimized well. The full, detailed definitions of the
designed specification tests are collected in sets (25)–(30) re-
spectively. Table 3, column 5 presents only the quantities of the
test points selected, however, their exact time points have been
determined evolutionarily and are coded by positions of non-
zeroed genes of chromosomes CH2 respectively. For example,
in Table 3 it may be seen that J = 4 test points are used to
|KDC| estimation and respectively to Table 6 these points are
1, 26, 29 and 36 samples of signature waveform (i.e. set J0
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determined evolutionarily and are coded by positions of non-
zeroed genes of chromosomes CH2 respectively. For example,
in Table 3 it may be seen that J = 4 test points are used to
|KDC| estimation and respectively to Table 6 these points are
1, 26, 29 and 36 samples of signature waveform (i.e. set J0
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Fig. 7. The evolutionary optimized testing streams of digital pulses and analog diagnostic signatures of CUT nominal state (bold curve) and three
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ing the design stage is higher about 3.68 times in comparison to
the previous solution, but this effort is needed only once and is
still acceptable and it is worth to assure this quite good progress
of the specification test quality.

All the genotype chromosomes CH1 which code the digi-
tal excitations (presented in Fig. 7) specialized to the assumed
specification parameters testing as well as chromosomes CH2
describing the mathematical regression formulas (6) dedicated
to the particular estimations are collected in Table 6. The “three
others” example responses cases plotted in Fig. 7 are signature
responses found in MC training set for which the maximal ab-
solute momentary deviations are the highest ones (in contrary
to the nominal waveform). They show the signature response
sensitivity to the CUT elements parameters dispersion.

The binary chromosomes CH1 presented in Table 6 code the
pulses waveforms starting from the second slope from the left
side of signal given in Fig. 7, i.e., the first byte of all the ex-
citations is 1 for each case (means the preliminary transition
from the initial low-level state to the high one). In other words,
the first bit for all digital excitations is always 1 (start bit) and
it has not been coded in the genotypes. For example, the be-
ginning of a digital stream found to the |KDC |testing purpose
is CH1 = 0110011110 (Table 6) and as mentioned, starting bit
is 1 (always set first on t0 clock cycle start), however the next
part of the stimulus is coded by CH1 string directly. It means
that for digital stimulus from Fig. 7a is state 0 during t1 cycle,
next during t2 and t3 periods there is 1 (second pulse with 2 sys-
tem clock period duration). Next, low level is kept during the
two cycles and four set bits result with 4 system clocks pulse,
etc. Besides, as can be noticed in Table 6, many of the testing

Table 6
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CH2 105116031066200060012346100056005050050000006005

ϕ−20dB
CH1 111010100011111111001011011010100110000110110001

CH2 123025101010000100000205400000100000000000010000

points coded in CH2 are zeroed, so the analog test calculation
effort was minimized well. The full, detailed definitions of the
designed specification tests are collected in sets (25)–(30) re-
spectively. Table 3, column 5 presents only the quantities of the
test points selected, however, their exact time points have been
determined evolutionarily and are coded by positions of non-
zeroed genes of chromosomes CH2 respectively. For example,
in Table 3 it may be seen that J = 4 test points are used to
|KDC| estimation and respectively to Table 6 these points are
1, 26, 29 and 36 samples of signature waveform (i.e. set J0
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Fig. 7. The evolutionary optimized testing streams of digital pulses and analog diagnostic signatures of CUT nominal state (bold curve) and three
other ones obtained for: a) |KDC|, b) |KMX |, c) f−3dB, d) f−20dB, e) ϕ−3dB, f) ϕ−20dB performance parameters tests

ing the design stage is higher about 3.68 times in comparison to
the previous solution, but this effort is needed only once and is
still acceptable and it is worth to assure this quite good progress
of the specification test quality.

All the genotype chromosomes CH1 which code the digi-
tal excitations (presented in Fig. 7) specialized to the assumed
specification parameters testing as well as chromosomes CH2
describing the mathematical regression formulas (6) dedicated
to the particular estimations are collected in Table 6. The “three
others” example responses cases plotted in Fig. 7 are signature
responses found in MC training set for which the maximal ab-
solute momentary deviations are the highest ones (in contrary
to the nominal waveform). They show the signature response
sensitivity to the CUT elements parameters dispersion.

The binary chromosomes CH1 presented in Table 6 code the
pulses waveforms starting from the second slope from the left
side of signal given in Fig. 7, i.e., the first byte of all the ex-
citations is 1 for each case (means the preliminary transition
from the initial low-level state to the high one). In other words,
the first bit for all digital excitations is always 1 (start bit) and
it has not been coded in the genotypes. For example, the be-
ginning of a digital stream found to the |KDC |testing purpose
is CH1 = 0110011110 (Table 6) and as mentioned, starting bit
is 1 (always set first on t0 clock cycle start), however the next
part of the stimulus is coded by CH1 string directly. It means
that for digital stimulus from Fig. 7a is state 0 during t1 cycle,
next during t2 and t3 periods there is 1 (second pulse with 2 sys-
tem clock period duration). Next, low level is kept during the
two cycles and four set bits result with 4 system clocks pulse,
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effort was minimized well. The full, detailed definitions of the
designed specification tests are collected in sets (25)–(30) re-
spectively. Table 3, column 5 presents only the quantities of the
test points selected, however, their exact time points have been
determined evolutionarily and are coded by positions of non-
zeroed genes of chromosomes CH2 respectively. For example,
in Table 3 it may be seen that J = 4 test points are used to
|KDC| estimation and respectively to Table 6 these points are
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of |KDC| test definition (25)). It means that test points are pre-
cisely defined as optimally determined samples of test response
signature.

STIM0=

{
0,1,2,4,6,10,11,12,13,14,16,17,18,19,21,

23,24,28,29,31,32,33,37,40,42,45,46,48

}
,

J0=
{

1,26,29,36
}
,

K0=
{

1,1,1,1
}
, (25)

βββ 0=




−1.6683142e−4,

4.4135137, 0.17878695,

0.013779832, 0.15999790


;

STIM1=

{
0,2,3,4,5,9,12,13,14,15,18,19,20,21,22,23,

25,26,27,28,32,34,36,37,40,41,43,45,46,47

}
,

J1=
{

1,2,3,5,7,12,17,22,38
}
,

K1=
{

3,1,1,1,1,4,3,5,2
}
, (26)

βββ 1=




0.26474345,

18699.785,−3.7068841,5.1289968,

−2.8482714,1.1403879,−0.11267280,

0.039660078,0.063929446,−0.021744564




;

STIM2=

{
0,9,11,12,14,17,21,25,27,29,

31,32,33,34,35,38,43,44,47,48

}
,

J2=
{

2,7,9,10,13,15,20,26,29,34,36,39,44,45,46
}
,

K2=
{

6,2,1,2,2,4,3,1,5,1,1,6,1,4,5
}
, (27)

βββ 2=




−612.23248,

−3.6599106e−4,5431.8232,267.88205,

−19275.035,13195.227,−1108.2743,−97.154640,

72.188873,−22.478306,505.20694,−293.55383,

17.879721,128.50809,34.115662,−17.037754




;

STIM3=

{
2,3,4,6,7,10,11,12,14,16,17,19,22,25,

26,29,30,33,35,37,39,40,41,43,44,48

}
,

J3={2,3,4,15,23,31,41,42,45,48} ,

K3={2,1,2,4,2,1,3,6,1,2} , (28)

βββ 3=




2942.4773,

28.559303,1915.6235,−542.20514,−35.844059,

388.06610,−64.231651,30.740278,149.54230,

−300.41580,194.20697




;

STIM4=

{
0, 2,11,12,13,15,21,22,23,24,
25,28,29,30,32,34,35,36,37

}
,

J4=

{
1,3,4,5,6,8,9,11,12,13,17,20,21,22,

23,24,25,29,30,33,35,38,45,48

}
,

K4=

{
1,5,1,1,6,3,1,6,6,2,6,1,
2,3,4,6,1,5,6,5,5,5,6,5

}
, (29)

βββ 4=




464.47992,
−131099.20,−10394.826,3371.6194,−1243.8929,
−5.0434980,55.847294,−264.55789,462.47922,
−4.9241133,−366.70947,−136.64738,46.189320,

10.216341,41.228153,59.737732,−112.28525,
−45.324127,0.088924535,53.937462,−13.852223,
−5.0529475,−13.518766,−1.2820020,−353.91147




;

STIM5=

{
0,4,5,6,7,8,11,19,21,22,23,25,26,28,

29,30,31,32,34,36,40,42,43,45,48

}
,

J5={1,2,3,5,6,7,9,11,16,22,24,25,31,44} ,

K5={1,2,3,2,5,1,1,1,1,2,5,4,1,1} , (30)

βββ 5=




41.087093,
46782.449,−1.7795523,−1878.9785,62.163002,
8.6361837,1.3375294,−30.600607,17.105583,

23.057226,−28.797493,−0.20876272,
−15.841782,−3.8582404,−8.4836187



.

The six performance parameters (24) of the considered CUT
may be self-validated periodically by means of BIST method-
ology [33–35] and for the proposed method this test is com-
pletely specified by integer and real numbered above coeffi-
cients whose implementation takes less than 2 kB of FLASH
memory. Besides, the evolutionarily found digital streams of
testing pulses are dedicated to the specific performance param-
eters and quite easy for generation. So, this solution is very suit-
able for mixed-signal systems and is reachable for low cost of
implementation. Exemplary, the proposed test procedure may
be started in the controlled equipment every time after it turns
on and it will greatly improve this system reliability. Firstly, for
the i-th performance parameters testing purpose, the AEC block
of the mixed-signal system should be excited by means of the
digital stimulus with rising and falling slopes correlated pre-
cisely with CLK cycles defined in vector STIMi. Next, the test
points (CUT response voltage samples) have to be acquired ex-
actly on rising edges of Ji clock periods. These measured sam-
ples are arguments of the mathematical formula with the struc-
ture (6) that consist of preprocessing indexes Ki and regression
coefficients βi. Finally, this mathematical regression model al-
lows to accurately estimate the actual level of the tested specifi-
cation and it makes possible to decide about the CUT condition.

The comparison analysis of the fault coverage level of
GO/NO-GO detections between the described technique and
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the one proposed in [31] is the next statistical experiment dis-
cussed in this work. These two methods were used to the con-
sidered exemplary CUT from Fig. 6 diagnostic states detections
for the same set of: single parametric (soft) F0, . . . , F15 and
catastrophic (hard) F16, . . . , F25 faults as well as for F26, . . . ,
F35 double ones defined in Table 7. The allowed tolerance dis-
persion of all values of non-faulty discrete elements is equal to
δtol = 5%. The faults detections coverage achieved for the pro-
posed method and allowed boundary thresholds ∆tol collected
in Table 4 are presented in Table 7.

This table contains the GO/NO-GO test results obtained af-
ter the proposed method usage to the faults considered in the
referenced works detections. It allows to compare the proposed
specification driven test efficiency to the fault detection tech-
niques published previously. The estimation models found by
means of the proposed approach are used to the performance
parameters (24) identification of the diagnostic cases F0, . . . ,
F35 defined in this table. Each tested case is obtained for the
fault condition from the column 2 (e.g. F0→ None, F1→R2=
20k mean non-faulty and with single parametric fault R2 = 20k
circuit from Fig. 6). All the non-faulty discrete elements val-
ues are selected randomly from the tolerance dispersion area
δtol with normal distribution of selection probability (i.e., ex-
actly the same conditions were applied as in referenced works).
The CUT is classified as faulty if one or more performance pa-
rameters (24) exceed “Allowed abs. dev. (for δtol)” levels col-
lected in Table 4. Columns “good” and “faulty” in group “No.
of random patterns of CUT” contain real quantities of healthy
and faulty patterns obtained after MC simulations, however, in
section “No. of correct detections of CUT” there are columns
with the same names which present GO/NO-GO detections ef-
ficiency assured by the proposed method. Exemplary, for state
F0 (all the elements with values dispersed randomly with the
tolerance δtol) there were 96 cases for which all the perfor-
mance parameters (24) have good levels and 4 cases for which
deviation is outside the design specification area. The proposed
test has detected 95 “good” F0 states and 4 “faulty” states cor-
rectly (true positive, proper detections) but 1 “good” state was
incorrectly classified as faulty (false negative result, erroneous
detection). The 3600 probes of the testing signatures were ana-
lyzed totally and reached the level of 99.0% proper detections
for the considered approach.

This high-quality level test is very close to the competitive
solution based on least squares SVM [31] that achieved aver-
agely 99.3 % of correct classifications. However, in contrary to
the referenced one, all the hard faults F16, . . . , F25 here were
recognized correctly and the test costs are smaller.

It should be noticed that the total number of analog para-
metric faults is infinite, i.e., due to continuous character of per-
formance parameters of analog circuits. The cases presented in
Table 7 are selected examples, proposed in work [31] and con-
sidered here again to make the competitive methods reliable
comparison analysis possible. On the other hand, it should be
emphasized that the proposed specification test is optimized to
obtain high generalization capability and the results achieved
for the completely newly generated test patterns are very good,
which is confirmed by results collected in Table 5 and simi-

larly for the second considered example respectively. Besides,
the proposed approach makes it possible to identify real ana-
log levels of performance parameters of the CUT and it may be

Table 7
The GO/NO GO testing results

CUT state
No. of random

patterns of CUT:
No. of correct

detections of CUT:

Code Condition good faulty good faulty

F None 96 4 95 4

F1 R2 = 20k 0 100 0 100

F2 R2 = 5k 0 100 0 100

F3 R2 = 15k 31 69 30 64

F4 R4 = 20k 15 85 10 85

F5 R4 = 5k 3 97 3 97

F6 R4 = 15k 79 21 77 20

F7 R8 = 20k 22 78 16 77

F8 R8 = 5k 4 96 4 95

F9 R8 = 15k 81 19 75 19

F10 C2 = 30n 7 93 7 90

F11 C2 = 10n 0 100 0 100

F12 C3 = 30n 4 96 3 96

F13 C3 = 10n 0 100 0 100

F14 C4 = 20n 8 92 8 91

F15 C4 = 5n 0 100 0 100

F16 R2 = 100M 0 100 0 100

F17 R2 = 1 0 100 0 100

F18 R3 = 100M 0 100 0 100

F19 R3 = 1 0 100 0 100

F20 R8 = 100M 0 100 0 100

F21 R8 = 1 0 100 0 100

F22 C2 = 100M 0 100 0 100

F23 C2 = 1 0 100 0 100

F24 C3 = 100M 0 100 0 100

F25 C3 = 1 0 100 0 100

F26 R2 = 20k, R4 = 20k 12 88 12 88

F27 R2 = 5k, R4 = 5k 0 100 0 100

F28 R3 = 20k, R4 = 5k 0 100 0 100

F29 R3 = 5k, R4 = 5k 0 100 0 100

F30 R4 = 15k, R8 = 5k 5 95 4 93

F31 R4 = 5k, R8 = 20k 0 100 0 100

F32 C2 = 30n, C3 = 30n 0 100 0 100

F33 C2 = 10n, C3 = 10n 0 100 0 100

F34 C2 = 10n, C4 = 20n 0 100 0 100

F35 C2 = 10n, C4 = 5n 0 100 0 100

Totally: 367 3233 344 3219

Test reliability: 99.0%
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the one proposed in [31] is the next statistical experiment dis-
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sidered exemplary CUT from Fig. 6 diagnostic states detections
for the same set of: single parametric (soft) F0, . . . , F15 and
catastrophic (hard) F16, . . . , F25 faults as well as for F26, . . . ,
F35 double ones defined in Table 7. The allowed tolerance dis-
persion of all values of non-faulty discrete elements is equal to
δtol = 5%. The faults detections coverage achieved for the pro-
posed method and allowed boundary thresholds ∆tol collected
in Table 4 are presented in Table 7.

This table contains the GO/NO-GO test results obtained af-
ter the proposed method usage to the faults considered in the
referenced works detections. It allows to compare the proposed
specification driven test efficiency to the fault detection tech-
niques published previously. The estimation models found by
means of the proposed approach are used to the performance
parameters (24) identification of the diagnostic cases F0, . . . ,
F35 defined in this table. Each tested case is obtained for the
fault condition from the column 2 (e.g. F0→ None, F1→R2=
20k mean non-faulty and with single parametric fault R2 = 20k
circuit from Fig. 6). All the non-faulty discrete elements val-
ues are selected randomly from the tolerance dispersion area
δtol with normal distribution of selection probability (i.e., ex-
actly the same conditions were applied as in referenced works).
The CUT is classified as faulty if one or more performance pa-
rameters (24) exceed “Allowed abs. dev. (for δtol)” levels col-
lected in Table 4. Columns “good” and “faulty” in group “No.
of random patterns of CUT” contain real quantities of healthy
and faulty patterns obtained after MC simulations, however, in
section “No. of correct detections of CUT” there are columns
with the same names which present GO/NO-GO detections ef-
ficiency assured by the proposed method. Exemplary, for state
F0 (all the elements with values dispersed randomly with the
tolerance δtol) there were 96 cases for which all the perfor-
mance parameters (24) have good levels and 4 cases for which
deviation is outside the design specification area. The proposed
test has detected 95 “good” F0 states and 4 “faulty” states cor-
rectly (true positive, proper detections) but 1 “good” state was
incorrectly classified as faulty (false negative result, erroneous
detection). The 3600 probes of the testing signatures were ana-
lyzed totally and reached the level of 99.0% proper detections
for the considered approach.

This high-quality level test is very close to the competitive
solution based on least squares SVM [31] that achieved aver-
agely 99.3 % of correct classifications. However, in contrary to
the referenced one, all the hard faults F16, . . . , F25 here were
recognized correctly and the test costs are smaller.

It should be noticed that the total number of analog para-
metric faults is infinite, i.e., due to continuous character of per-
formance parameters of analog circuits. The cases presented in
Table 7 are selected examples, proposed in work [31] and con-
sidered here again to make the competitive methods reliable
comparison analysis possible. On the other hand, it should be
emphasized that the proposed specification test is optimized to
obtain high generalization capability and the results achieved
for the completely newly generated test patterns are very good,
which is confirmed by results collected in Table 5 and simi-

larly for the second considered example respectively. Besides,
the proposed approach makes it possible to identify real ana-
log levels of performance parameters of the CUT and it may be
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The GO/NO GO testing results

CUT state
No. of random

patterns of CUT:
No. of correct

detections of CUT:

Code Condition good faulty good faulty

F None 96 4 95 4

F1 R2 = 20k 0 100 0 100

F2 R2 = 5k 0 100 0 100

F3 R2 = 15k 31 69 30 64

F4 R4 = 20k 15 85 10 85

F5 R4 = 5k 3 97 3 97
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F20 R8 = 100M 0 100 0 100
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F27 R2 = 5k, R4 = 5k 0 100 0 100

F28 R3 = 20k, R4 = 5k 0 100 0 100

F29 R3 = 5k, R4 = 5k 0 100 0 100

F30 R4 = 15k, R8 = 5k 5 95 4 93

F31 R4 = 5k, R8 = 20k 0 100 0 100
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F33 C2 = 10n, C3 = 10n 0 100 0 100
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achieved for any values of the AEC elements, i.e., without as-
sumed here limitation to the selected, quantifiable combinations
of faulty elements cases.

4.2. Band-pass analog filter. The second analog circuit con-
sidered for the proposed method specification testing effective-
ness verification is band-pass Deliyannis-Friend filter [24, 26]
for which the circuit is presented in Fig. 8. All initial settings of
the evolutionary system are collected in Table 2. Due to a very
high sensitivity of this circuit specifications to the electronic
elements parameters values variations, the set of training pat-
terns was constructed with allowed deviation δdev = 5% maxi-
mally. All the values of discrete components at the test design
stage were selected during MC L = 200 simulations with uni-
form probability of randomization. However, the allowed spec-
ification tolerances for a healthy circuit were assumed on the
level δtol = 2% and for the finally tested response signatures the
components parameters are dispersed in this area with the nor-
mal kind of density of probability distribution. The same con-
ditions for the method effectiveness evaluation were assumed
in the previous work [24]. The analog testing system is clocked
with frequency fCLK = 12.5 kHz, adjusted experimentally, re-
spectively to the considered benchmark CUT bandwidth. The
performance parameters selected for identification are:

P = {|KMX |, |K400Hz|, |K1300Hz|, ∆ fBW} , (31)

where |KMX |, |K400Hz|, |K1300Hz| are the filter maximal gain,
ones reached at the 400 Hz and 1300 Hz, frequency points,
however fBW is bandwidth denoted between −3 dB attenuation
points.

Fig. 8. The example band-pass filter [24, 26]

After finishing the evolutionary computations, the four esti-
mation models with the proposed structure (6) and with ‖J1‖=
38, ‖J2‖ = 22, ‖J3‖ = 21, ‖J4‖ = 30 test points respectively
were found. The levels of their determination coefficients are
close to 1, each one is higher than 0.99 that confirms the mod-
els’ excellent matchings. Besides, the four pulse test excita-
tions, which are specialized to the assumed parameters (31)
identifications were optimized concurrently in the same evolu-
tionarily system as well. The statistical estimation preciseness
achieved for the designed tests are described in Table 8.

The “allowed abs. dev.” in Table 8 is determined statistically
by means of MC analysis of 100 random cases for discrete el-
ements parameters dispersed randomly in δtol tolerance area
with uniform distribution of probability (i.e., in the analogi-
cal method as for the first example, Table 4). It means an ab-

Table 8
The training set patterns identification accuracies

Design specification Estimation model quality

Nom.
level

Allowed
abs. dev.
(for δtol)

Identification error
(for δdev)

Fit.
value
Q·103

[mili]
Avg.
level
[%]

Max.
level
[%]

Std.
dev.
[%]

|KMX | 1 0.1 0.528 1.775 0.378 2.484

|K400Hz| 0.43 0.05 0.066 0.264 0.058 0.709

|K1300Hz| 0.43 0.04 0.036 0.177 0.031 0.615

fBW [Hz] 708 70 0.263 1.268 0.225 1.923

Averagely (for δdev = 5%): 0.223 0.871 0.173 1.433

solute deviation of the tested performance parameter expected
(allowed) for the assumed production tolerances of the circuit
elements values. As can be seen, the accuracy reached during
the training stage is pretty good, better than 2 % for each MC
random case. Additionally, low levels of the estimation errors
standard deviations prove dominance of precise identifications
among statistical probes.

Next, the performance parameters identification accuracy
was checked for non-faulty testing patterns pack, generated in-
dependently from the training stage and statistical ability of
generalization of the approach is shown in Table 9. Besides,
there are respective coefficients achieved for the algorithm pub-
lished earlier in [24]. The quality progress is significant, the ac-
curacies obtained are more than 3 times better in comparison to
the ones obtained previously. More complex test stimulus, with
optimized distribution of pulses, ensured the specification tests
performances improvement. Overall mean identification accu-
racy index is better than 0.2% and average maximal estimation
error is below 1%. Figure 9 presents the decomposition of ac-
curate values of the tested parameters (on X axis) related to the
estimated ones (on Y axis), obtained by means of the designed
tests. As can be noticed, the values identified lie very near to
locations of the best recognitions represented by the diagonal,
reference lines. Besides, despite wide variations of the perfor-
mance parameters occurring in those examined MC sets (max-
imal dispersions are quite distant from the tolerance boundary
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Avg.
level
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Max.
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|K1300Hz| 0.027 0.103 0.023 0.274 0.929 0.301

fBW 0.230 0.983 0.187 1.112 3.444 1.152

Averagely: 0.194 0.690 0.148 0.738 2.726 0.777
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achieved for any values of the AEC elements, i.e., without as-
sumed here limitation to the selected, quantifiable combinations
of faulty elements cases.

4.2. Band-pass analog filter. The second analog circuit con-
sidered for the proposed method specification testing effective-
ness verification is band-pass Deliyannis-Friend filter [24, 26]
for which the circuit is presented in Fig. 8. All initial settings of
the evolutionary system are collected in Table 2. Due to a very
high sensitivity of this circuit specifications to the electronic
elements parameters values variations, the set of training pat-
terns was constructed with allowed deviation δdev = 5% maxi-
mally. All the values of discrete components at the test design
stage were selected during MC L = 200 simulations with uni-
form probability of randomization. However, the allowed spec-
ification tolerances for a healthy circuit were assumed on the
level δtol = 2% and for the finally tested response signatures the
components parameters are dispersed in this area with the nor-
mal kind of density of probability distribution. The same con-
ditions for the method effectiveness evaluation were assumed
in the previous work [24]. The analog testing system is clocked
with frequency fCLK = 12.5 kHz, adjusted experimentally, re-
spectively to the considered benchmark CUT bandwidth. The
performance parameters selected for identification are:

P = {|KMX |, |K400Hz|, |K1300Hz|, ∆ fBW} , (31)

where |KMX |, |K400Hz|, |K1300Hz| are the filter maximal gain,
ones reached at the 400 Hz and 1300 Hz, frequency points,
however fBW is bandwidth denoted between −3 dB attenuation
points.

Fig. 8. The example band-pass filter [24, 26]

After finishing the evolutionary computations, the four esti-
mation models with the proposed structure (6) and with ‖J1‖=
38, ‖J2‖ = 22, ‖J3‖ = 21, ‖J4‖ = 30 test points respectively
were found. The levels of their determination coefficients are
close to 1, each one is higher than 0.99 that confirms the mod-
els’ excellent matchings. Besides, the four pulse test excita-
tions, which are specialized to the assumed parameters (31)
identifications were optimized concurrently in the same evolu-
tionarily system as well. The statistical estimation preciseness
achieved for the designed tests are described in Table 8.

The “allowed abs. dev.” in Table 8 is determined statistically
by means of MC analysis of 100 random cases for discrete el-
ements parameters dispersed randomly in δtol tolerance area
with uniform distribution of probability (i.e., in the analogi-
cal method as for the first example, Table 4). It means an ab-
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abs. dev.
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Identification error
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Max.
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Std.
dev.
[%]
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|K1300Hz| 0.43 0.04 0.036 0.177 0.031 0.615

fBW [Hz] 708 70 0.263 1.268 0.225 1.923

Averagely (for δdev = 5%): 0.223 0.871 0.173 1.433
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however fBW is bandwidth denoted between −3 dB attenuation
points.
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levels allowed, defined in Table 8 respectively), the test signa-
ture patterns still precisely explain identified values. It proves
the method usefulness to the high precise identifications within
tolerance area and in the surrounding regions too. The estima-
tion models found represent relations which well determine the
observed, verified CUT functional parameters. Generalization
capability is satisfying, and the created tests characterize good
reliability, the CUT specification passing may be checked effi-
ciently with the minimal cost.

Fig. 9. The exact vs estimated values distributions of: a) |KMX |,
b) |K400Hz|, c) |K1300Hz|, d) fBW performance parameters

4.3. Impact of A/D limited resolution. The analysis of im-
pact of the signature quantization on accuracy of the proposed
method is discussed in this section. This investigation allows
to evaluate the practical usefulness of the technique, when A/D
conversion has limited the analog signature resolution before
the tested performance parameters estimation process. The pre-
ciseness of the identifications models found for the second ex-
ample CUT was checked again but now this evaluation is made
for the different quantization errors (noises) of the A/D conver-
sion. A typical length of the digital code of A/D conversion built
in a cheap microcontroller is 12 bits, so the experiment of MC
test patterns identifications considered during the second exam-
ple CUT evaluation was repeated for the A/D with resolution of
12 and 14 bits. All the other conditions are exactly the same as
assumed previously during the results collected in Table 9 de-
termination, i.e., only the analog signatures quantization noise
is included, and it effects with the identification inaccuracies
presented in Table 10.

As can be concluded, the minimal resolution necessary to as-
sure acceptable preciseness of the regression models discussed
previously is 14 bits. This kind of A/D conversion allows to ob-
tain identification performances better than for algorithm [24].
However, these results refer to the models trained on the pre-
cise (continuous) patterns of diagnostic signatures and it seems
to be sensible to try to find the regression formulas optimized to
quantized (digitalized) measurements with resolution assumed

Table 10
The identification accuracy obtained after signatures quantization

12 bit ADC 14 bit ADC

Avg.
level
[%]

Max.
level
[%]

Std.
dev.
[%]

Avg.
level
[%]

Max.
level
[%]

Std.
dev.
[%]

|KMX | 3.007 12.799 2.020 0.937 3.103 0.680

|K400Hz| 0.279 0.670 0.178 0.091 0.280 0.058

|K1300Hz| 0.050 0.149 0.035 0.029 0.108 0.023

fBW 0.669 1.633 0.391 0.297 1.107 0.212

Averagely: 1.001 3.813 0.656 0.338 1.149 0.243

Table 11
The proposed method accuracy for quantized signatures and corrected

models

10 bit ADC 12 bit ADC

Avg.
level
[%]

Max.
level
[%]

Std.
dev.
[%]

Avg.
level [%]

Max.
level
[%]

Std.
dev.
[%]

|KMX | 0.496 2.020 0.373 0.425 1.387 0.303

|K400Hz| 0.147 0.424 0.111 0.048 0.236 0.041

|K1300Hz| 0.084 0.264 0.066 0.051 0.205 0.036

fBW 0.296 1.157 0.252 0.285 0.890 0.204

Averagely: 0.256 0.966 0.201 0.202 0.680 0.146

on the desired level. So, the next experiment considered is the
limitation of resolution of training set patterns and evolutionary
searching for the estimators adapted to the quantized signatures
recognitions. The proposed evolutionary system (Fig. 3) has
been started again for resolution of 10 and 12 bits of A/D con-
version and the new models (6) have been found with sizes of
‖J1‖= 27, ‖J2‖= 23, ‖J3‖= 26, ‖J4‖= 29 test points for 10
bits ADC and ‖J1‖= 27, ‖J2‖= 19, ‖J3‖= 18, ‖J4‖= 32 test
points for 12 bits ADC. The identification efficiency of newly
found models is shown in Table 11.

It should be emphasized that after applying the described
procedure (i.e., the proposed algorithm usage for the modified,
digitalized form of the training patterns) the mathematical re-
gression models have been adjusted and specialized to high pre-
cise identifications with limited test measure resolution pres-
ence. The accuracy achieved for 12 bits conversion is practi-
cally the same as the one presented previously in Table 9, i.e.,
determined without quantization noise consideration. It proved
resistance of the described technique to practical degradation of
A/D converted test signature. Additionally, the same test prob-
lem was checked for larger quant obtained after 10 bits very
low-cost test response sampling and the performance parame-
ters identification achievements are very promising again. The
first section of identification reliability results from Table 11
shows that 10 bits A/D conversion process is enough, and it
assured the identification accuracy much better than for the al-
ternative previous method [24].
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5. Conclusions

This paper presents the method for functional parameters es-
timation of analog circuits. The selected parameters (DC and
maximal gain, frequency and phase shift at −3 dB and −20 dB
attenuation points) are indirectly estimated based on analysis
of time domain circuit responses (examples 4.1 and 4.2). Also,
it is possible to perform successful fault detection of selected
components in the tested circuit (example 4.1). The analysis
uses multiple regression and has proven to be effective yet sim-
ple to implement in purely digital circuitry (low memory and
computational requirements, small silicone area overhead). The
analysis can be implemented in common system-on-chip blocks
(A/D converters, FLASH memory), thus main functionality can
be implemented in software. The testing method belongs to the
simulation before testing (SBT) class, therefore on-line test-
ing time (circuit excitation, response collection, response anal-
ysis) is minimized and does not depend on test preparation time
(computational effort). It means the method can be effectively
implemented as independent built-in self-test (BIST) or support
for built-in testing (BIT). Excitation for tested analog circuit has
the form of rectangular pulses, thus can be also generated in a
purely digital way. The detailed form of the excitation (pulses
pattern) is constructed by means of genetic optimization tech-
nique. Specific chromosome coding is used to further reduce
the memory requirements of on-line analysis. The main goal is
the maximization of effectiveness of parameters estimation or
fault detection. The results are promising and show improve-
ment comparing to the previous work.
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